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Dear Mr. Grimes: 

Enclosed are comments on Generic Aging Lessons Learned (GALL) Report Chapter III, 
Section B. The enclosure includes three documents. One document is a mark-up of the 
existing GALL pages to reflect our comments. Each comment is identified by number. The 
second document is a table containing our comments, numbered consistent with the 
marked-up pages. The third document is a clean copy of the GALL pages to reflect how 
GALL reads with our comments incorporated.  

Please note that in previous comments we suggested creating a new Chapter XI in GALL as 
a repository for the program evaluations. Having such a chapter allows the various GALL 
sections to merely reference the new chapter when a program is credited. In the enclosed 
comments we have followed this recommendation by providing write-ups for the 
Maintenance Rule, Boric Acid Corrosion, and ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF.  

Also in our previous comments we recommended removing Time Limited Aging Analyses 
(TLAA) from GALL and moving them to the License Renewal Standard Review Plan. As a 
minimum, we recommend the creation of a new chapter in GALL as a repository for TLAAs.  
The TLAAs in section IIIB are identified but have not moved to a new chapter pending a 
decision by the NRC staff relative to our recommendation.  

We look forward to discussing the enclosed comments with the NRC staff. Please contact 
me to establish a meeting date.  

S 'erely, 

Douglas J. Walters 
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c: Mr. Sam Lee 
Mr. P.T. Kuo 
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X1. Existing Aging Management Programs And Activities

A. 13 

Boric Acid Corrosion Aging Management Program 

DESCRIPTION 

Generic Letter 88-05 "Boric Acid Corrosion of Carbon Steel Reactor Pressure Boundary Components in 
PWR Plants," March 17, 1988 mandates that PWR licensees monitor the condition of the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary for occurrences of borated water leakage. Periodic Visual Inspection of adjacent 
structures, components and supports for evidence of leakage and corrosion should be an element of the 
applicant's 88-05 monitoring program.  

EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL BASIS 

1) Scope of Program This AMA encompasses leakage from mechanical closures in the RCS and other 
safety-related borated water systems. The Program utilizes systematic inspections, leakage 
evaluations, and corrective actions to ensure that boric acid corrosion does not lead to degradation of 
the leakage source or adjacent structures or components which could cause loss of the SC intended 
function.  

2) Preventive Actions: The removal of concentrated boric acid and elimination of boric acid leakage 
mitigates corrosion by minimizing the exposure of the susceptible material to the corrosive element.  

3) Parameters Monitored or Inspected: Boric acid residue, borated water leakage, and degradation of 
coatings are directly related to the degradation of components. The AMA monitors the effects of boric 
acid corrosion and/or aggressive chemical attack on the intended function of the component by 
detection of coolant leakage by implementing the requirements delineated in GL 88-05 including 
guidelines for locating small leaks, conducting examinations, and performing engineering evaluations.  

4) Detection of Aging Effects- Degradation of the component due to boric acid corrosion or aggressive 
chemical attack cannot occur without leakage of coolant containing boric acid. Conditions leading to 
boric acid corrosion such as crystal buildup and evidence of moisture are readily detectable by visual 
inspections. Insulation need be removed from areas only when leakage is observed or suspected, or 
when a leakage path must be exposed for additional inspection. Inspection criteria are included in 
the plant-specific procedures.  

5) Monitoring and Trending: Information obtained from the performance of inspections and 
evaluations under this activity can be added to the previously existing data. This information is 
available for review for trending purposes. However, there are no monitoring or trending activities 
required by GL 88-05, and none are necessary to manage this Aging Effect/Mechanism.  

6) Acceptance Criteria: All identified cases of boric acid leakage and/or crystal buildup are evaluated.  
7) Corrective Actions: GL 88-05 requires that corrective actions to prevent recurrences of degradation 

caused by boric acid leakage be included in the program implementation. These corrective actions 
include any modifications to be introduced in the present design or operating procedures of the plant 
that (a) reduce the probability of primary coolant leaks at the locations where they may cause 
corrosion damage and (b) entail the use of suitable corrosion resistant materials or the application of 
protective coatings/ claddings.  

8) 
9) Confirmation Process and Administrative Controls: Site QA procedures, review and approval 

processes, and administrative controls are implemented in accordance with the requirements of 
Appendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 and will continue to be adequate for the period of extended operation.  
Subsquent walkdowns prior to plant start-up confirm that corrective actions were taken and are 
effective.  

10) Operating Experience- Inspection points should be added as deemed necessary based on operating 
experience. The responsible personnel should review industry-operating experience to explore 
methods aimed at reducing boric acid related corrosion. The inspection measures required by GL 88
05 are deemed adequate for managing boric acid corrosion by NUREG-1705.  
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XI. Existing AGING MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES

A .  

Maintenance Rule - 10 CFR 50.65 

DESCRIPTION 

The "Maintenance Rule" is intended to monitor the effectiveness of maintenance activities in nuclear 
power plants. It focuses on the adequacy of preventive and corrective maintenance activities, 

1 0CFR50.65 requires each licensee to develop and implement a program to verify that the current 
licensing basis (CLB) is maintained through periodic structures, systems, and components. The nuclear 
power industry, through the developed guidance for the development of such programs. Rev.2 to 
NUMARC 93-01 was issued tin April 1996. USNRC Regulatory Guide 1.160, Rev. 2, issued in March 
1997, identifies this document as an acceptable approach to meeting the objectives of 10CFR50.65.  

Revision 2 to NUMARC 93-01 added Section 10.2.3, "Monitoring the Condition of Structure." It 
emphasizes the importance of monitoring the condition of plant structures. Quoting from this report, 
"Monitoring the condition of structures, like systems and components, should be predictive in nature and 
provide early warning of degradation. The baseline condition of plant structures should be established to 
facilitate condition monitoring activities." 

Regulatory Position 1.5 "Monitoring of Structures" in RG1.160, Rev 2, states that the Maintenance Rule 
does not treat components differently from systems and components.. The attributes of an acceptable 
structure-monitoring program are discussed.  

Structures Monitoring Programs developed to meet the requirements of 10CFR50.65 (Maintenance Rule) 
can be credited for addressing aging management of structures and structural components to meet the 
requirements of 10CFR54 (License Renewal). License Renewal applications are encouraged to take credit 
for existing programs.  

A well formulated and documented structures monitoring program, in accordance with the guidance 
provided in NUMARC 93-01, Revision 2; and Regulatory Guide 1.160, Revision 2, should satisfy the 
requirements for an acceptable aging management program for License Renewal, when evaluated against 
the ten (10) criteria defined in Section 3.0 of the Draft SRP for License Renewal 

The Calvert Cliffs and Oconee License Renewal applications do not directly take credit for structure 
monitoring under The Maintenance Rule. Plant-specific structure monitoring programs are identified and 
described, to demonstrate that adequate again management programs are in place for structure and 
structural components. These programs were evaluated by the staff against the ten- (10) criteria for an 
acceptable aging management program, defined in Section 3.0 of Draft SRP-LR. For the most part, these 
programs are considered Adequate. Specific open and confirmatory items are identified where these 
programs fall short of completely satisfying the ten criteria. Prospective applicants for License Renewal 
may review the Calvert Cliffs and Oconee applications/SERs, for examples of structures monitoring 
programs which were credited for License Renewal.  

"NUREG- 1705 includes five pages of specific discussion of the Calvert Cliffs Structure and System 
Walkdowns in the Program section. This procedure evolved from a good practice to incorporate the 
requirements of the Maintenance Rule.  

The NRC Staff credits this procedure as an aging management program for each structure, for component 
supports, and for numerous systems." 

EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL BASIS 

An applicant for License Renewal may reference its Structures Monitoring Program developed to meet the 
requirements of the Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65), as further defined and clarified by NUMARC 93-01, 
Revision 2 and Regulatory Guide 1.160, Revision 2. The guidelines contained in these documents provide 
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XI. Existing AGING MANAGEMENT PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES 
Maintenance Rule 

an adequate foundation for formulating licensee- specific MR Structures Monitoring Programs. An 
applicant for License Renewal should confirm that its MR Structures Monitoring Program adequately 
manages the effects of aging so that the intended functions of structures will be maintained, consistent 
with the current licensing basis, for the period of extended operation. The applicant should assess its MR 
Structures Monitoring Program against the attributes of an acceptable aging management program.  
Evaluation of MR Structures Monitoring against the ten (10) attributes for any acceptable aging 
management program follows: 

1) Scope of Program: The MR Structures Monitoring Program scope is defined by the licensee; it may or 
may not encompass all structures and structural components, which must be reviewed for License 
Renewal. The applicant should clearly identify the structure/aging effect combinations, which are 
managed by the MR Structures Monitoring Program.  

2) Preventive Actions: No preventive actions are specified and the staff has found this acceptable.  
3) Parameters Monitored/Inspected: For MR Structures Monitoring Programs, specification of the 

parameters monitored or inspected should be linked to aging effects that could cause a loss of 
intended function. The applicant should confirm that its specification of parameters to be monitored 
or inspected is consistent with meeting attribute 3.  

4) Detection of Aging Effects: Detection of aging effects before there is loss of intended function 
requires that periodic inspection be conducted, utilizing appropriate inspection methods implemented 
by qualified inspectors. Under the Maintenance Rule, the individual licensees define the inspection 
schedule, inspection methods and inspector qualifications. An applicant for License Renewal should 
confirm that these elements of its MR Structures Monitoring Program are consistent with meeting 
attribute 4.  

5) Monitoring and Trending: No monitoring and trending processes are specified and based on the 
evaluation of the other attributes the need for such monitoring and trending is not necessary.  

6) Acceptance Criteria: Classification of deficiencies against which the need for corrective action is 
evaluated, are not specified in the MR or its implementing documents. These criteria are defined on a 
licensee specific basis. The classification of deficiencies should be consistent with existing applicable 
codes and standards and/or good engineering practice. The applicant for License Renewal should 
confirm that the classification of deficiencies utilized in its timely corrective action prior to loss of 
intended function and are consistent with meeting Criterion 6.  

7) Corrective Actions: Provided the MR Structures Monitoring Program is conducted under 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix B (Quality Assurance,), attribute 7"Corrective Action" is satisfied.  

8) Confirmation Process: Provided the MR Structures Monitoring Program is conducted under 10 CFR 
50, Appendix B (Quality Assurance), attribute "Confirmation" is satisfied.  

9) Administrative Controls: Provided the MR Structures Monitoring Program is conducted under 10 
CFR 50 Appendix B (Quality Assurance), attribute 9 "Administrative Controls" is satisfied.  

10) Operating Experience: MR Structures Monitoring Programs to detect and correct aging degradation, 
which threatens intended functions, have only recently been implemented.  

06/08/00 
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XI. Existing Aging Management Programs And Activities

A.X 

ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF 

DESCRIPTION 

10CFR50.55a imposes the inservice inspection requirements of ASME B&PV Code Section XI on Class 1, 
2, and 3 piping and components and their associated supports. Inservice inspection of supports is 
covered in Subsection IWF. Therefore, ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IWF constitutes an existing 
mandated program which may be credited for managing aging of supports for license renewal.  

EVALUATION AND TECHNICAL BASIS 

1) Scope of Program: For Class I piping and component supports, IWF (1989 Edition) refers to IWB for 
inspection scope and schedule. It can be inferred from Table IWB-2500-1, Examination Category B-J 
"Pressure Retaining Welds in Piping," Note (1)(d) that only 25% of non-exempted supports are subject 
to examination. The same supports are inspected in each 10-year inspection interval. For Class 2 
and 3 MC piping and component supports, IWF (1989 Edition) refers to IWC, IWD, and IWE for the 
inspection scope and schedule. It can be inferred from Table IWC-2500-1, Examination Categories C
F- 1 and C-F-2 that only 7.5% of non-exempted supports are subject to examination for Class 2 
systems. The same supports are inspected in each 10 year inspection interval. No specific numerical 
percentages are inferred in IWD and IWE for Class 3 and Class MC respectively 

2) Preventative Action: No preventive actions are specified; IWF is a monitoring program.  
3) Parameters Monitored/Inspected: As part of the visual examination (VT-3), general corrosion which 

is an indication of loss of material is noted during the inspection. Although cracking is not explicitly 
noted in IWF, the visual inspection (VT-3) would be expected to identify cracks. Also, Table IWF-2500
1 specifies examination of the following: (F1.10) Mechanical connections to pressure retaining 
components and building structure; (F1.20) Weld connections to building structure; (Fl.30) Weld and 
mechanical connections at intermediate joints in multi-connected integral and non-integral supports; 
(F1.40) Clearances of guides and stops, alignment of supports, assembly of support items; (F1.50) 
Spring supports and constant load supports; (F1.60) Sliding Surfaces; (F1.70) Hot or cold position of 
spring supports and constant load supports.  

4) Detection: A VT-3 visual examination is specified in Table IWF-2500-1. The qualified VT-3 inspector 
uses judgement in assessing general corrosion; it is not documented unless loss of structural 
capacity is suspected. Visual inspection would also detect surface cracks, at a mature stage of crack 
growth.  

5) Monitoring and Trending: There is no requirement to monitor or report progressive, time-dependent 
degradation. Unacceptable conditions, per IWF-3400 are noted for correction or further evaluation.  
Since the same supports are monitored, each inspection interval, trending is possible, but not 
required. An observed crack would be immediately identified for corrective action and/or detailed 
evaluation. Monitoring would be inappropriate.  

6) Acceptance Criteria:. The acceptance standards for visual examination that manages cracking and 
loss of material are specified in IWF-3400. Under (b)(5), "roughness or general corrosion which does 
not reduce the load bearing capacity of the support" is given as an example of a "nonrelevant 
condition." Also, IWF-3410 identifies the following conditions as unacceptable: (i) deformations or 
structural degradations of fasteners, springs, clamps, or other support items; (ii) missing, detached, 
or loosened support items; (iii) arc strikes, weld spatter, paint, scoring, roughness, or general 
corrosion on close tolerance machined or sliding surfaces; (iv) improper hot or cold positions of spring 
supports and constant load supports; (v) misalignment of supports; (vi) improper clearances of guides 
and stops. Observation of a crack would be identified as an unacceptable condition, which must be 
addressed immediately.  

7) Corrective Actions: These are delineated in IWF-3122.2. In accordance with IWF-3122, supports 
containing relevant conditions shall be evaluated and tested, or corrected prior to returning to service.  
IWF-3122.3 provides an alternative for evaluation/testing to substantiate integrity for intended 
purpose. Identification of unacceptable conditions triggers an expansion of the inspection scope, per 
IWF-2430, and re-examination of the supports requiring corrective action during the next inspection 
period (3 years), per IWF-2420(b).  
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XI. Existing Aging Management Programs And Activities 
ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF 

8) Confirmation Process: Documentation of inspection results, corrective actions and evaluations is 
required. This would typically be reviewed by the Authorized Nuclear Inspector.  

9) Administrative Controls: The program is conducted under lOCFR50, Appendix B (Quality 
Assurance); therefore, the Administrative Controls attribute is satisfied.  

10) Operating Experience: To date, IWF sampling inspections appear to be effective in managing aging 
effects. If sampling is inadequate, it will likely come to light as plants age. Revisions to IWF 
inspection scope would be expected in this case.
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GALL REPORT-CIVIL/STRUCTURAL COMMENTS 
Sections B1-B5

hnvironmental uorrosion is ilsteai m numerous Aging mecnamsm corumns.  
Recommend expanding the term to indicate it includes pitting corrosion and general 
corrosion.

87 B 1 Generic When there is a reference back to a previous Item Number, recommend the specific 
text be added in lieu of the reference.  

88 Generic We have an effort underway to extract all TLAAs from the GALL and relocate them in 
the SRP.  

407 B 1 Various III B 1-3 Agree that ASME Section IWF Inspections are adequate for managing aging effects.  
III B 1-9 However, a note should be added to clarify that the code excludes piping and 

equipment integral attachments.  
359 B I B. 1.1.1 III B 1-4 Move discussion of ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF to Chapter XI.  
85 B I B. 1..1 III B1-4 Attribute (3) Parameters Monitored: parameters monitored should tie directly to the 

aging effect that the program is managing. The statement should be changed to read: 
As part of the visual examination (VT-3), general corrosion which is an indication of 
loss of material is noted during the inspection.  

90 B 1 BI.I.1 III B1-4 Attribute (7) Corrective Actions: Add sentence, "In accordance with IWF-3122, 
supports containing relevant conditions shall be evaluated and tested, or corrected 
prior to returning to service.  

91 B1 B1.1.1 III B1-4 Attribute (9) Administrative Controls: delete text and add the following: 
The program is conducted under 10 CFR 50 Appendix B (Quality Assurance); 
therefore, the Administrative Controls attribute is satisfied.  

360 B 1 B 1.1.1 III B1 -5 Change Crack initiation and growth to Cracking.  
92 B 1 B 1.1.1 III B 1-6 Boric Acid Corrosion program attribute (2) Preventative Actions: the text should be 

B.2.1 III B2-6 changed as follows: 
The removal of concentrated boric acid and elimination of boric acid leakage 
mitigates corrosion by minimizing the exposure of the susceptible material to the 
corrosive element.  
BASIS: Parts of the Boric Acid Corrosion Program are preventative in nature.  

93 B 1 B 1.1.1 III B 1-6 Boric Acid Corrosion program attribute (3) Parameters Monitored/Inspected: The text 
should be changed as follows: 
Boric acid residue, borated water leakage, and degradation of coatings are directly 
related to the degradation of components. The AvA monitors the effects of boric acid 
corrosion and/or aggressive chemical attack on the intended function of the 
component by detection of coolant leakage by implementing the requirements 
delineated in GL 88-05 including guidelines for locating small leaks, conducting
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GALL REPORT-CIVIL/STRUCTURAL COMMENTS 
Sections B1-B5

examinations, and performing engineering evaluations.  
BASIS: Developing procedures does not identify the parameters monitored or 
inspected.

94 BI BI.1.1 III B1-6 Boric Acid Corrosion program attribute (6) Acceptance Criteria: The text should be 
changed as follows: 
All identified cases of boric acid leakage and/or crystal buildup are evaluated.  

95 B1 BI. 1.1 III B 1-6 Boric Acid Corrosion program attribute (8) Confirmation Process: The text should be 
changed as follows: 
Site QA procedures, review and approval processes, and administrative controls are 
implemented in accordance with the requirements ofAppendix B to 10 CFR Part 50 
and will continue to be adequate for the period of extended operation. Subsquent 
walkdowns prior to plant start-up confirm that corrective actions were taken and are 
effective.  
BASIS: This element is dealing with confirmation of the corrective action not on 
implementation of the program 

362 B I B. 1.1 IIIB1-6 Move discussion of Boric Acid Corrosion program to proposed GALL Chapter XI.  
96 B 1 B 1.1.2 III B 1-8 The Existing Aging Management Program column for stress corrosion cracking 

identifies Generic Letter 91-17 as the existing aging management program. Generic 
Letter 91-17 is not a program. The program should be identified as IWF.  
BASIS: Generic Letter 91-17 did not require any specific action or written response.  

100 B1 Bl.l.4 III B1-9 Item B1. 1.4. Change the aging mechanism to " vibration" 
84 B 1 B 1.1.4 III B 1-10 The Existing Aging Management Program column need only identify the Maintenance 

B2.1 III B2-4 Rule and the Evaluation and Technical Basis column should reference proposed GALL 
Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance Rule.  

83 BI B1.2.2 IIIBI-17 In the Material column what does "other" mean? 
110 B2 Bi. 1.4 III B 1-19 Item should not be identified as having aging effects requiring programmatic 

B. 1.2.3 III B2-7 management.  
B.2.2 III B3-7 BASIS: Loosening of bolts and reduction in anchor capacity due to vibration are not 
B.2.3 III B4-7 aging effects. Vibration is handled in the design and installation process. For cable 
B3.2 III B5-7 tray, HVAC, etc. supports which are expected to be subjected to vibratory loads, 
B4.3 proper design has eliminated or compensated for its occurrence. As evidence, no 
B5.2 degradation of these supports due to vibratory loads has been identified in industry 

data.  
120 B4 Example III B4-2 Cranes are addressed in GALL section VIIB1 and V\IB2 
130 B4 B4.3 III B4-7 B4.3 should not be identified as aging effect requiring programmatic management.  

BASIS: Reduction in anchor capacity due to vibration is not an aging effect.  
Vibration is handled in the design and installation process. For miscellaneous 
mechanical supports that are expected to be subjected to vibratory loads, proper design 
has eliminated or compensated for its occurrence. As evidence, no degradation of
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GALL REPORT-CIVIL/STRUCTURAL COMMENTS 
Sections B1-B5 

these supports due to vibratory loads has been identified in industry data.
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CHAPTER III B 

COMPONENT SUPPORTS 

Draft December 6, 1999
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Major Component Supports 

BI. Supports for ASME Class Piping and Components 

B2. Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, TubeTrack, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME 
Piping and Components 

B3. Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and 
Instrumentation 

B4. Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g., Cranes, EDG, HVAC System 
Components) 

B5. Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, Jet 
Impingement Shields) 

Draft December 6, 1999
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Bl. Supports for ASME Class Piping and Components

B1.1 Class 1 
B 1.1.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B 1.1.2 High Strength Bolting for Major NSSS Component Supports 
B1.1.3 Constant/Variable Load Spring Hangers; Guides; Stops; Sliding Surfaces; 

Design Clearances 
B1.1.4 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads 

B1.2 Class 2, 3 and MC 
B1.2.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B 1.2.2 Constant/Variable Load Spring Hangers; Guides; Stops; Sliding Surfaces; 

Design Clearances 
B 1.2.3 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

Draft December 6, 1999III B1-1



B1. Supports for ASME Class Piping and Components

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III BI addresses supports/anchorage for ASME Class piping systems and associated 

components. Bi is further subdivided into Class 1 (11.1) and Class 2,3, and MC (B1.2). Component 

supports are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP

LR). Regions of interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. The aging 

management review is presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the 

building structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is 

to ensure adequate anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis 

events, so that the supported element can perform its intended function.

Draft December 6, 1999III B1-2



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 SuDports for ASME Class 1 Piloing and Components

SStructure/ Region of t I Environ- I Aging M Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

Class 1 
Piping and 

nent 
uports 

cod %e

Loss of 
Material

(
Environ

Co si 

C, 

-e~~t,

1OCFRS0.55a 

ASME Section 
XI, Subsection 
IWF, 1989

BDraft December 6, 1999

B1.1.1 Carbon 
Steel

Support 
Members; 
Anchor 
Bolts; 
Welds

Inside 
Contain
ment

III B1-3
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Draft December 6, 1999

I (1) Scope ofProgram, IWF (1989 Edition) refers to 
for inspection scope and schedule. It can be inferred 
from Table IWB-2500- 1, Examination Category B-J 
"Pressure Retaining Welds in Piping," Note (1)(d) that 
only 25% of non-exempted supports are subject to 
examination. The same supports are inspected in each 
10 year inspection interval. (2) Preventative Action: 
No preventive actions are specified; IWF is a monitoring 
program. (3) Parameters Honitored/n As part 
of the visual examination (VW-3), general corrosion whic/ 
would reduce the structural capacity of the support is 
noted. (4) Detection: Only visual examination is 
performed; the qualified VT-3 inspector uses judgement 
in assessing general corrosion; it is not documented 
unless loss of structural capacity is suspected. (5) 
Monitoring and Trending: There is no requirement to 
monitor or report progressive, time-dependent 
degradation. Unacceptable conditions, per IWF-3400 are 
noted for correction or further evaluation. Since the 
same supports are monitored, each inspection interval, 
trending is possible, but not required. (6) Acceptance 
Criteria: These are provided in IWF-3410. Under (b)(5) 
"roughness or general corrosion which does not reduce 
the load bearing capacity of the support" is given as an 
example of a "nonrelevant condition." (M7 Corrective 
Actions.: These are delineated in IWF-3122.2; IWF
3122.3 provides an alternative for evaluation/testing to 
substantiate integrity for intended purpose.  
Identification of unacceptable conditions triggers an 
expansion of the inspection scope, per IWF-2430, and re
examination of the supports requiring corrective action 
during the next inspection period (3 years), per IWF
2420(b).  
(8) Corftrmaton Procem* Documentation of inspection 
results, corrective actions and evaluations is required.  
This would typically be reviewed by the Authorized 
Nuclear Inspector.  
(9) Administrative Contr I&- An approved site QA 
Program would be applicable to IWF inspections of 
supports. (10) Op•raing EZprlenw To date, IWF 
sampling inspections appear to be effective in managing 
aging effects. If sampling is inadequate, it will likely 
come to light as plants age. Revisions to 1WF inssp<4

III B1-4



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
f1.1 snnnrt fni, ASMFE Cl 1 Plinin. and C mnonentgq

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

B1.1.1 Class 1 Support Carbon Inside PWR Loss of Boric Acid NRC GL 88-05 
Piping and Members; Steel Contain- Material Corrosion 
component Anchor ment IE Bulletin 82-02 
supports Bolts; 

Welds IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 

1,2, and 3 

B1.1.1 Class 1 Support Carbon Inside /- Fatigue 10CFRS0.SSa 
Piping and Members; Steel Contain-
component Anchor ment ASME Section 
supports Bolts; a XI, Subsection 

Welds aX IWF, 1989 

ASME Section 
III, Subsection 
NF

Draft December 6, 1999
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mIL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
BI.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and 4

Pres .Bot±xiy emapornef" ifi RWR 

P~tzh motor 17,reai '0 V inat r t 
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6/ 

M GC,

35'?

c EFurther 
Evaluation and Techical Basis .Evaluation

) Scope of Programw The primary coolant pressure 
undary of PWR's, containing borated water, must be 

monitored for early detection of small leaks, in order to 
prevent signfcant loss of material from boric acid 
corrosion. Early detection and correction of leakage 
hould protect adjacent structural elements (e.g., 

s ports) from boric acid corrosion. (2) Preventative 
A am This is primarily a monitoring program, in 

a dition to any regular preventive maintenance. (3) 
Mordtore/Inspected The required 

rogram includes 1) identification of locations where 
eks smaller than technical specification limits can 

cause degradation of the pressure boundary by boric acid 
corrosion, and 2) development and implementation of 
procedures for locating small coolant leaks. (4) 
Detection The mandated monitoring program includes 
methods for conducting examinations to detect leakage.  

cgineering evaluations are then performed to establish 
te impact on the reactor coolant pressure boundary 

#en leakage is located. (5) Monitoring and Trening: 
•o monitoring or trending activities for assessing the 

(mpact of boric acid corrosion on carbon steel reactor 
pressure boundary components in PWR plants are 
required by this monitoring program. (6) Acceptance 
Criteria: No acceptance criteria are specified by NRC 

monitoring program. Methods must be capable of 
,detecting leaks smaller then technical specification 
limits. (M) Corrective Action: Corrective actions are 
taken to prevent recurrence of this type of corrosion.  
This includes modifications in design and operating 
procedures as necessary to reduce the probability of 
primary coolant leaks and the use of suitable corrosion 
resistant materials or the application of protective 
coatings/claddings.  
(8) Confirmation Process: Licenses were required to 
respond to GL 88-05 within 60 days providing 
assurances that the mandated program was in place or 
to be promptly implemented.  
(9) A&Wnistrative Con-troL The Licensees shall 
maintain records of the programs and results obtained.  
(10) QpetingE Bq-enc*:'Objecdtive evidence 
indicates that boric acid corrosion of steel supports and 
other structural elements is adequately managed

A ios, n o i dentiied foted in IWF, action a deta (W-3) 

or • ppocs s nsen d -•=: In ..ecl . Vixsual inspecti"on woul deet m ace cracks, at a 

of Xv • -5,• 3p or 19 009ared ft. m ature stage of cra ck rol • ( 57 Xon itor ing and 

SIt= " bM _•M&4" 4"* bani va.•"• Ten i An observe /r k would be immediately 

S-& , a---------- .: an ei dst• d identified for corr fv action and/or detailed 

P"Vemrwhiiia2=Y LAU wlzxu evaluation. "toring would be inappropriate. (6) 
License Accep Criteria: Observation of a crack would be 

Iiden as an unacceptable condition, which must be 

evawv Can% !9 -A { ,416 S'•h 

III 1-6Draft December 6, 1999
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13L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
R1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Plping and Comoonents

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

�.- .' 

emc� 
�friida�on

-r

Stress 
corrosion 
cracking

NRC GL 91-17 

EPRI NP-5769 

NUREG- 1339 

IE Bulletin 74-03 

IE Bulletin 82-02

Draft December 6, 1999

B11.1.2 Class 1 
Piping and 
component 
supports

High 
strength 
bolting for 
major NSSS 
component 
supports

Low alloy 
steel, 
tensile 
strength 
> 150 ksi

Inside 
contain
ment ( 

(
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1L STRUCTURES MD COMPONENT SUPPORTS

Existing Aging Management Program . Further 
(AMP) . ,; , _iý- •'91tmn arid Technical Basis Evaluation 

A iamnttrative controla, (10) Oprtn Ex•erie.n / 

( same as under 'E'nvironmental Corrosioni." 

Some supports may have been designed Supports designed for a specific number of load cycles yes.  

for a finite number of load cycles, per will requre a TLAA to demonstrate adequaccy for the Possible 

Section III, Subsection NF, based on a 40 renewal license period. TLAA.  

year design life.

-N

degrdation due to SCC. The add ua program 
asta agig mis evaluated against 

component support bolting which may be su tible to 

SCC and provided recommendations for bo generic and 

plant-specific review procedures to address e issue and 

implement appropriate corrective meas •(2) 

Preventive Actions: Monitoring pro does not 
require the use of Preventive actions. owever, the 

program promoted awareness of the .terial parameters 

and poor bolting practices that con bute to SCC failure.  

Video cassette training programs d training manuals 

addressing good bolting prmactick olved and provide a 
basis to prevent recurrence.  

(3) Parameter's Monitore/ A screening 
procedure to review bolting plications was developed.  
Parameters screened Inclu the minimum yield 
strength of the bolts, s level, and assumed size of 
flaw factors. (4) • : A screening program 
required the identifica on of susceptible bolting based on 

pre-servioe and i- *ce failure data, material 
specifications, and Iting stress. Bolting failing to meet 

the crtri-res ect to mechanical tests to verify' 
mateilsrnt roper:is 7S Mfonitoring and 
TrendinW No m itoring or trending activities to assess 
continu b h tegrity is defined in this program. (6) 
Ac tance teri Probabilistic methods are used to 
veriy fasten pre-load and material parameters for 

populationss f fasteners. Populations are then accepted, 
rejected, r ubject to sample inspection based on 
screening ults.  
r4) Co •e Actionm Populations of fasteners failing to 

meet parameters are dispositioned by 

retight retensioning, mechanical test, fracture and 

failure ysis, in-service inspection, and replacement.  
18) cVrmton Procem- No specific confirmation 
p was required by GL 91-17. (9) Administrative 
Contbl No specific Administr'ative action was required 

by 91-17. (10) Operating EBxperiencw Lack of 

co0 uing problems would indicate that SCC of support 
•"ad ae".

No, 

appli t 
commi to 
GL 91 17 to GL9l 17t 

e this 
effect.  

S wse,t 
p t

valuation

Draft Decetber 6, 1999
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GSI-29 and aceep e methods for 

ensuring bo *reliability, including 
pro against Stress Corrosion 
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ImL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Components 

Stucture/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

B 1.1.3 Class 1 Constant Steel and Inside Loss of Corrosion, 10CFR50.55a 
Piping and and other contain- mecha- distortion, 
component variable ment nical dirt, ASME Section 

supports load spring function overload, X(, Subsection 

hangers; fatigue due IWF, 1989 
guides; to vibratory 
stops; and cyclic 
sliding thermal 
surfaces; loads; 
design elastomer 
clearances; hardening 
vibration 
isolators 

B1.1.4 Class 1 Building Reinforced Inside Reduction 1OCFR50.65 

Piping and concrete concrete contain- in concrete degra o 
component surround- and grout ment anchor due NUMARC 93-01, 

po lg anchor capacity vib xy Revision 2 
bolts; Grout s or 

ds C Regulatory a Guide 1.160 

~4 ~(formerly Draft.  Ler 449 DG- 105 1) 
foda

Draft December 6, 1999III B1-9
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KPONEkrNJ SýR
Existing Aging Management Program Further 

(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

inrp__t•"n "wtirn~--a-nc z• ASME • Same as under 'Environmental Corrosion," (3) 
P Section X) on C 1s 1, A Parameters MonitoredlInspecteeb Table IWF-2500 

~ ~.d oo';:.~znz zn thi, specifies examination of the following: (Fl. 10) 
associated supoorts, Inservice jnspo•ueg Mechanical connections to pressure retaining 
of .upq-' € - Subsection lWF. components and building structure; (F1.20) W 
"TL.•-fc.r, .P)!E CM. 

0• n .vl. connections to building structure; (F1.30) We and 

Smbseetiefftisne i mechanical connections at intermediate jos in multi

man•,• r_--• =high rnv be critd connected integral and non-integral sup rts; (F1.40) 
1r )L5 f j s Clearances of guides and stops, nt of supports, 

r e assembly of support items; (F1.50) ring supports and 
constant load supports; (Fl.60) S ding Surfaces; (F1.70) 
Hot or cold position of spring s ports and constant load 
supports. (4) Detectiom VP- visual examination is 
specified in Table T WF-2 -1. (65 Monitoring and 
Trending: Same as und 'Environmental Corrosion.' 
(6) Aco w C1 These are. provided in NWF
3410. The ollowing nditions are unacceptable: (1) 
deformations or s ctural degradations of fasteners, 
springs, clamps, r other support items; (ii) missing, 
detached, or I ed support items; (iii) arc strikes, 
weld spatter t soring, roughness, or general 
corrosion o close tolerance machined or sliding 
surfaces; improper hot or cold positions of spring 

: suppo and constant load supports; (v) misaligrnment of 
suppo (vi) improper clearances of guides and stops.  
M7 rrectitve Actionzs, (9) ConfIrmation Process, (9J 

Luo&ho (4ý nistnztlve Controls, and (10) Operating S$1on..  

Maintenance RuiecS Ni wti 
(1OCFRSO.65) Structures Monitoring Program eloped to t the the scope of 

-Structures monitoring requirements of the Maintenance Rule (10CFR ., as the 
further defined and claife by NMA•RC 93-0, esion Is 
2 and Regulatory Guide 1. 160, Revision 2.  

monitore effectiveness of main e guidelines contained in these documents pro de an Struc 
activities in nuclear power plan . It adequate foundation for formulating licen -specific MR Monito g 

focuses on the adequacy of p tive Structures Monitoring Programs. An ap. t for Program.  

and corrective maintenance ities. License Renewal should confirm that i MR Structures Otherwi 
Monitoring Program adequately ma es the effects of justifica n 

1OCFR50.65 requires licensee to aging so that the intended fiuctio of structures and for non

develop and implemen a program to component supports will be ed, consistent with applicability 

verify that the licensing basis the current licensing basis, forhe period of extended or details of 

(CLB) is maintain through periodic operation. The applicant sho d assess its MR plant
testing and ins on of critical plant Structures Monitoring against the attributes of specific 

structures, sys s, and components. an acceptable aging ent program. Evaluation program 

The nuclear er industry, through the of MR Structures Mo against the ten (10) criteria need to be 
Nuclear Ene Institute (NEI), has for an acceptable management program follows: evaluated.  

developed 'dance for the development of (11 Scope of r The MR Structures Monitoring 

such p= s. Rev. 2 to NUMARC 93-01 Program scope is ed by the licensee; it may or may 

was iss in April 1996. USNRC not encompass structures and strctural components 
R ry Guide 1.160, Rev. 2, issued in which must be viewed for License Renewal. The 

1997, identifies this document as applicant od clearly identify the structure/aging 
ccptable approach to meeting the effect/agI mechanism combinations which are 

o0 n OCR 5 managedl~ the MR Structures Monitoring Program. For 
pot srunr/ain effet/agin mechaism 
combi .ons not covered by the MR Structures 

i tsinfcnfo the applicant's plant, or ien the

Draft December 6, 1999", III B1-10
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DIL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 PipIng and ComnDonents

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component I Interest Material I ment Effect Mechanism References
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BI. STuCTURES AND COMONEN SUPPORTS 1 
31.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 piping and Componentsc

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) I Evaluatio ndTechnical Bais Evaluation

vision 2 to NUMARC 93-01 added 
S on 10.2.3, 'Monitoring the Condition 

of S cturesI It emphasizes the 
im ce of monitoring the condition of 
plan tructure. Quoting from this 
report,\Monitoring the condition of 
stuc , like systems and components 
should predictive in nature and 
provide iy warning of degradation. e 
baseline ndition of plant structures 
should be tablished to facilitate 
condition m nitorn activities." 

Regulatory ition 1.5 "Monitoring o 
Structures' in GI. 160, Rev. 2, sta 
that the Main ce Rule does not t 
structures diffently from systems d 
components. Th attributes of an 
acceptable struc monitoring 
are discussed.  

Structures Monito g Programs 
developed to meet th requirem nts of 
10CFR50.65 (Maint cc R ) can be 
credited for dds aging 
management of stru d structural 
components to meet th r nts of 
10CFR54 (License Ren . License 
Renewal applicants are couraged to 
take credit for existing S.  

A well formulated an d ented 
structures monito i p in 
accordance with th guidan provided in 
NUMARC 93-01, R ision 2; d 
Regulatory Guide .160, Revon 2, 
should satisfy th requireen for an 
acceptable anagement 
for License Ren al, when eval td 
against the ten 10) criteria d in 
Section 3.0 of Draft SRP for cense 
Renewal.  

The Calvert s and Oconee 
Renewal ap cadons do not d take 
credit for s cture monitoring the 
Maintenian Rule. Plant-specific 
structures onitoring programs are 
identified described, to demonste 
that ad uate aging management 
p s are in place for structures d 
struc components. These p s 
were uated by the staff against the 
ten 0) criteria for an acceptable aging 
mI ement program, defined in Sectio 
3. of the Draft SRP-LR. For the most 

these programs are considered

__________________________________ i. a

Draft December 6, 1999II B 1-12

a

Preventive Actions: Inspection and maintenance of 
t p tective coatings which inhibit corrosion of steel 

st ctural elements should be included as part of 
St urrs Monitoring. No specific preventive actions 
aN dentified for other aging mechanisms.  
(31 ]• eters Monitored/Inspected: For MR 
Sru• Monitoring Programs, specification of e 
param ters monitored or inspected is the respon bility 
of the see. For License Renewal, the specifi 

parame rs monitored or inspected should be ed to 
degrada~ n of intended function(s) and shoul detect the 
p nce extent of aging effects. The ins don 
scope shoul include bolt-tightness checks f concrete 
expansion ors subjected to vibratory 1ds. The 
applicant sho d confirm that its speciflca n of 
parameters to monitored or inspected i consistent 
with meeting terion 3.  
(4)1 Detection of Effects: Detectio of aging 
effects before th is loss of intended fction requires 
that periodic ins don be conducted, tilizing 
appropriate inspec n methods imp*eented by qualified 
inspectors. Under Maintenance R e, the inspection 
schedule, inspection ethods and in pector 
qualifications are defin by the in vidual licensees. An 
applicant for License R ewal sho d confirm that these 
elements of its MR strc M *toring Program ar 
consistent with meeting iterio 4.  
(5) Monitoring ad Tren entation and 
comparison of successive in tion results is needed to 
perform meaningful trennAn appropriate inspection 
schedule should be estab to provide reasonable 
assurance that adequate oni and trending will be 
accomplished under the Stru Monitoring 
Program.  
(6) Acceptance Crite -Accep criteria, against 
which the need for e action i evaluated, are not 
specified in the MR r its iplemen documents.  
These criteria are efined on a licensee- basis.  
The acceptanc =tria should be consist with 
existig applih e codes and standards anor good 
engineering p dcc. The applicant for Licen Renewal 
should conr that the acceptance criteria u in its 
MR Struc Monitoring Program will provide or 
timely o * action prior to loss of intended edion 
and are I sistent with meeting Criterion 6.  
(7') Co .e Actios Provided the MR Stru 
Monito Program Is conducted under 10 CF 0 

Apn B (Quality Assurance), the Corrective cton 
rq ent of Criterion 7 is satisfied.  

() nflrmation Process:- Provided the MR Structures 
Mo0orn Program is conducted under 10 CFR 50, 

A dxB (Quality Assurance), the Confirmation 
uirement of Criterion 8 is satisfied.



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Sum~orts for ASME Clas 1 PiDinff and Co0mnonents

Structure/ I Region of M Environ- Aging 1 Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

L .5. .5 U 5. L
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IM STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUP] 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Pipl 

Existing Aging Management Program 
(AMP) 

quate. Specific open and 5offrmatoiy 

item'sae identified where t programs

were credited

PORTS 
Lgnd

Adzninstrative Controls: Provide~d he hMR• 
Monitoring Program is conduc der 

10F pedxB (Quality Assurano 4the 

Adminis . Controls requirement Criterion 9 is 

t __ gto (10)1 Operting ence: Structures Monitoring 
Programs to detect an t aging degradation which 
threatens intdended tio e only recently been 
imple Mened At s time, it that MR 
Structure M "rng should be an tive program, 
provided ttkedetails of licensee-specific p s 
adeq ýy address Criteria 1, 3, 4, and 6.

Draft December 6, 1999III BI- 14



m3L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2,3 and MC Piping and Components 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

B 1.2.1 Class 2, 3, support Carbon Inside Loss of Environ- 10CFR50.55a 

MC Members; Steel contain- Material ental 

Piping and Anchor ment/ Co ion ASME Section 

componets Welds; Outside 4e XI, Subsection 
supports Welds contain- ,WF, 1989 

mentp 

B 1.2.1 Class 2, 3, Support Carbon Inside PWR Loss of Boric Acid Same as efe~ct of 

MC Members; Steel contain- Material Corrosion boric acid 

Piping and Anchor ment corrosion on 

component Bolts; Class 1 P47ng 

supports Welds and componenf 
supports (B1..1. 1)

Drft December 6, 1999III Bl-15
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4hfe&e-e-ASME Qeft Section )I, 
Subsection IWF. Insmtutr an wdting 
AM a edp~d.

6�- /Jzc'c/

IWD, and MWE for the inspection scope and sch e. It 
can be inferred from Table IWO-2500-1, .tion 
Categories C-F-I and C-F-2 that only 7. of non
exempted supports are subject to ition for Class 
2 systems. The same supports inspected in each 10 
year inspection interval. No c numerical 
percentages are inferred W and IWE for Class 3 and 
Class MC respectivel 

For other 9 as delineated in draft SRP-LR (i.e., 
from (2) en•tative Action to (10) Operating 

ce), sam as effect of en.ironmentaZ ecoosion on 

<A0- Chctp4ew- E/ ai 
M ~~ E 

~d Iy]F 
kc:Pf d'- k- L) !; iG'C;

- joonc a ToonW .wSJpui
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13L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Mechanism References 

B11.2.1 Class 2, 3, Support Carbon Inside Crack/ t Fatigue Same as effect of 
MC Members; Steel contain- fatigue on CLass 
Piping and Anchor ment/ I piping and 
onponent Bolts; Outside Greowth component 
s po Welds contain- supports (1. 1.1) 

vc.Ludin! ment 

B 1.2.2 Class 2, 3, Constant Inside Loss of Corrosion, Same as effect of 
MC and other contain- mechani- distortion, corrosiop, 
Piping and variable ment/ cal dirt, distortion; dirt 

,oo nt load spring Outside function overload, etc, on Class I 
suport-. hangers; contain- fatigue due p1PUg and 

.v ~ guides; ment to vibratory component 

top'settP tops; and cyclic supports (B1. 1. 3) 

liding thermal 
surfaces; loads; 
"design elastomer 
clearances; hardening 
vibration 
isolators

Draft December 6, 1999III B 1- 17



.L STRUCTURES AM COMPONETS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components

,,Extst•g Aging Management Program

I. -� - -�

an''d-een ~~.ss npiin 

/SM6 b!& 4ýoAY1 )

(

M df 08fft P foRrJ
4

fl.Ajjs4ý 

\ý(E] 1.3)

Evaluation and Technical Basis 7
.�zfl&c 4a cJJc' � J � -.. - I-,.. -

SIs anJ-C . . > b " c "'-- '..

Supports designed for a specific number of load cycles 
will require a TLAA to demonstrate adequacy for the 
renewal license period.

etr-an Cass1

Draft December 6, 1999
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)

Some supports may have been designed 
ýIor a finite number of load cycles, per 
Section HI, Subsection NF, based on a 40 
year design life.

Further 
-Zvaluation

!effc of),

ýYes.
Posbe 

TLAA.

doeta on 

ands 
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13. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B2.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

.BI.2.3 Class 2, 3, Building Reinforced Inside Reduction Concrete 
MC concrete concrete contain- in concrete degradation concretec of 

Piping and surround- and grout ment/ anchor due to degradatin on 
component ing anchor Outside capacity vibratory Class I piping 
supports bolts; Grout contain- loads or and component 

pads ment other effects supports (B1. 1.4)

. I

Draft December 6, 1999
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IlL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Clas 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

Same as effect of degradation on Same as effect ofconcre e tion on Class 1piping Same as 
Class 1 ~fid Cobgnent supports and component ,,Totj? ~ect of 

Sl~ppcrpste 
dp ~ation 

component 
supports 
(B]. 1.4)

Draft December 6, 1999III Bl1-20



B2. Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, TubeTrack, Instrument Tubing, Non
ASME Piping and Components 

B2. 1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B2.2 Bolted Friction Connections (e.g. Struts) 
B2.3 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

Draft December 6, 1999ý-* 111132-1



B2. Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, TubeTrack, Instrument Tubing, Non
ASME Piping and Components 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B2 addresses supports/anchorage for cable trays, conduit, HVAC ducts, Tube 
Track, instrument tubing, and non-ASME piping/components. Component supports are not 
specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR). Regions of 
interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. The aging management review is 
presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the 
building structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is 
to ensure adequate anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis 

events, so that the supported element can perform its intended function.

Draft December 6, 1999III B2-2



I1L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing Non-ASME Piping and
C.om nonnt..

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item I Component Interest Material ment I Effect Mechanism References

Inside 
contain
ment/ 
Outside 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

(boe.  

q6enoS 6A1

10CFR50.65 

NUMARC 93-01,
Revision 2 

Regulatory Guide 
1. 160 (formerly 
Draft DG- 1051

I I U _______________ U ______________________

Draft December 6, 1999

B2.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

III B2-3



m3L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC 
Components 

Existing Aging Management Program

zintenance Rule 0CFR50.65) 

- ctures monitoring 

Th 'Maintenance Rule' is intended to 
moa tr the effectiveness of main ce 
activties in nuclear power plants. It 
focu on the adequacy of prevente 
and tive maintenance activi 

10CFR .65 requireseach licen to 
develop d implement a p to 
verify the current licensi .is 
(CLB) is tained through -odic 
testing an, inspection of criti plant 
structures, ystems, and co nents.  
The nuclear wer industry, ugh the 
Nuclear En Institute , has 
developed guI ance for the evelopment of 

such program. Rev. 2 to C 93-01 
was issued in ril 1996. USNRC 
Regulatory Gui 1.160, ev. 2, issued in 
March 1997, id tifles ts document as 
an acceptable p roap to meeting the 
objectives of 10C 50 5.  

Revision 2 to 93-01 added 
Section 10.2.3, "Mo itoring the Condition 
of Structures." It hasizes the 
importance of ma to.g the condition of 
plant structures. uo1 from this 
report, 'Monito the ndition of 
structures, like stems d components, 
should be p in tureand 
provide ary of dation. The 
baseline condton of plan structures 
should bees lished to flt 
condition m ring activie.  

Regulatory dtion 1.5 '-Mo ring of 
Stru in RG1. 160, Rev. , states 
that the aintenance Rule d not treat 
stru differently from sys s and 
ompon ts. The attributes of 
accp le structure monitoring 

are di ssed.  

Stru Monitoring Programs 
dev a• to meet the requireme of 
10 50.65 (Maintenance Rl) be 

Red for addressing agin 
ent of structures rand stru 

co ponents to meet the requiremen of 
1 CFR54 (License Renewal). License

p• plicant for License Renewal may reference its )Struc IMonitoring Program developed to meet th 
require nts of the Maintenance Rule (1OCFR50.65, as 
further d ed and clarified by NUMARC 93-01, vision 
2 and R tory Guide 1.160, Revision 2. The 
guidelines co tamed in these documents pro e an 
adequate foun tion for formulating license pecific MR 
Structures Monim ring Programs. An appli t for 
License Renewal s ould confirm that its Structures 
Monitoring Program dequately manages e effects of 
aging so that th ded functions of ctures and 
component supports be maintaine, consistent with 
the current licensing is, for the pe ad of extended 
operation. The applicant hould its MR 
Structures Monitoring Pro aga t the attributes of 

an acceptable aging manag ent p gram. Evaluation 
of MR Structures Monitorin the ten (10) criteria 
for an acceptable aging mn et program follows: 
(1)Scope of Program: The MR ctures Monitoring 
Program scope is defined by thecensee; it may or may 
not encompass all structures structural components 
which must be reviewed for Li Renewal. The 
applicant should clearly iden structure/aging 
effect/aging mechanism cm ina s which are 
managed by the MR Stru Mo ntoring Program. For 
potential structr/aging e t/ mechanism 
combinations not covered y the MR tructures 
Monitoring Program, the plicant sh d justify that it 
is not significant for the plicants t, or identify the 
applicable aging m ent pro 
(21 Preventive Actlo Inspen and tnc of 
protective coatings w ch inhibit corrosi, of steel 
structural elements ould be included as of 
Structures Monitor . No specific preven actions 
are identified for oaer aging mechanisms. ) 
Parameter Moni red/Inspected: For MR tructures 
Monitoring s, specification of the, p e ters 
monitored or in ted is the responsibility of e 
licensee. For i se Renewal, the specifli eters 
monitored or' spected should be linked to d ation 
of intended ction(s) and should detect the p ce 
and extent a aging effects. The inspection scope ould 
include bolt tne checks for concrete expansi n 
anchors s jected to vibratory loads. The applican 
should co that its specification of parmeters be 
monito or inspected is consistent with meeting 
Critera \3.  
(4) D• on of Aging Effects. Detection of aging 
effects fore there is loss of intended function req 
that riodic inspection be conducted, utilizing 
app nriate inspection methods implemented by qal 
ins tors. Under the Maintenance Rule, the inspectio 
sch ule, inspection methods and inspector 
qq cations are defined by the individual licensees.  
ap licant for License Renewal should confirm that thes 
el ents of its MR Structures Monitoring Program are 

consistent with meeting Criterion 4.

Draft December 6, 1999111132-4



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
32 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, EVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing Non-ASME Piping and 
Components _______

Structure/ Region of I Environ- Aging Aging Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

4. I I I

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Boric Acid 
Corrosion

GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1, 2, and 3

______________ £ .i. L ______________________________

Draft December 6, 1999

I3L

B2.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds
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UL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAY 
Components/

be Track, Instrument Tubin, Non-ASME Piping and

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

e licants are encouraged to A Mon tri and Trending Documentation and 
e credit for existing programs. o rson of successive inspection results is need to 

perfo meaningful trending. An appropriate ins tion 
A w formulated and documen sched should be established to provide reaso le 
struc monitoring program, assuran that adequate monitoring and tren will be 
accor cc with the guidance p vided in accomplis under the MR Structure Moni g 
NUMAR 93-0 1, Revision 2; Program.  
Regulato Guide 7.160, Revi on 2, (6) Acceptane Criteria: Acceptance cri against 
should sad the requirem for an which the need or corective action is d, are not 
acceptable g managem program specified in the or its implementing d uments.  
for License Re al, when uated These criteria are efined on a licensee-s c basis.  
against the ten 0) crite • defined in The acceptance cr1 should be consi tent with 
Section 3.0 of the•raft for License existing applicable e d stand and/or good 
Renewal. engineering practice. e applicant f License Renewal 

should confirm that the tance ria utilized in its 
The Calvert Cliffs andOconee License MR Structures Monito will provide for 
Renewal application d not directly take timely corrective action pri r to 1 of intended function 
credit for struc mo toring under the and are consistent with mee Criterion 6.  
Maintenan Rule. Plant pecific (73 Corrective Actions. Provii the MR Structures 
structures moni pr s are Monitoring Program is cond under 10 CFR 50, 
identified and d *bed, to emonstrate Appendix B (Quality Ass- ), the Corrective Action 
that adequate g manage ent requirement of Criterion 7 s sati 
programs are * place for s tures and (8) Confirmation Pro Provid the MR Structures 
strucural co ponents. Th rograms Monitoring Program is nducted der 10 CFR 50, 
were evalua by the staff agast the Appendix B (Quality A urace), the nConfirmaton 
ten (10) cr• for an accejptab aging requirement of Cri on 8 is satisfi 
managemet program, defined Section (9) Administrative ntrols: Provid the MR 
3.0 of the raft SRP-LR. For the ost Structures Mo - - Program is ao•nd d under 
part, th programs are consid 10CFR50 Appen B (Quality Assuranc, the 
adequa . Specific open and con atory Administrative ntrols requirement of teon 9 is 
items aidentified wher these pr s satisfied.  
fall shkrt of completely satisfying th ten (103 Opera Experience: MR Structures onitoring 
crite .Prospective applicants for Programs detect and correct aging d . which 

SRenewal may review the Ca1v threatens 'ended functions have only r•cen been 
and Oconee applications/SERs, f r implem . At this time, it appears that MR 
plea of structures monitoring Struc Monitoring should be an effective p 

p .s which were credited for Licen provid the details of licensee-specific programs 
R al.sdeq teyaddress Criteria. 1, 3, 4, and 6.  

Corrsion_•f " _"_n _*-=/-_•--•.ra•qcram boundary of PWR's, containing boratedcb _proi 

F-.•;..... ••" .G.D.;•p-tWW in .'•..fR monitored for early detection of s hmf1a~k~s, in orer to viua 

prevent significant loss of`_5 sl from boric acid inspection 
corrosion. Early de s and correction of leakage of adjacent 

th.•'---z P_-asus - for should prote gacent structural elements (e.g., areas is 
oeu -. -.--.- - 0 . . suppomrt4- boric acid corrosion. (4 Preventatve included in 
Pertiafle -V%•1 S ,a- n fdjnt Acip This is primarily a monitoring program, in applicant's 
6WUrUH' Go= a regularr 4~pmvtive Inatemnn. program.  Celc9d6 42A coaRso Otherwise, 

,80 .ao-l t plant
f-<_A 0 a~y s, V'- specific 

evaluation 
will be

R�r�4vt

Draft December 6, 1999
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IL STRUCTURES AND COMPONE!•T SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubin& Non-ASME Piping and 
Components 

"Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

B2.1 All Support Carbon Inside fCrackf I Fatigue Same as B2. 1, 
members; Steel contain- irao Loss of material 
Anchor mernt/ due to Envion
bolts; Outside O mental Cos 
Welds contain

mert 

B2 All ted i~de Lof- ThmalOSazes 2 

eon" M inW deYaatn f 

Scont, ns ment)( slipfM9 of du~eto A4o
(e. s Outs*. •ebr 

oh efect
merit 

All 1ff) dir Reii~oro' InsdReuto Concret =rn a.s2.
ccirt on*9( coni d da n Lsjfof 

d- grut :m due 

r~t padsoth effectsl

Draft December 6, 1999III B2-7



IIL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, ErVAC Duts Tb cinent Wblflg Non-ASME Piping and

Exidsting Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) A Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

(3) Parameters Mordtore*Tlnspecte The required 
program includes 1) identification of locations where 
leaks smaller than technical specification limits can 
cause degradation of the pressure boundary by boric acid 
corrosion, and 2) development and implementation of 
procedures for locating small coolant leaks.  
(4) Detectiorn The mandated monitoring program 

includes methods for conducting examinations to detect 
leakage. Engineering evaluations are then performed to 
establish the impact on the reactor coolant pressure 
boundary when leakage is located. (M Monitoring and 
Trending- No monitoring or trending activities for 
assessing the impact of boric acid corrosion on carbon 
steel reactor pressure boundary components in PWR 
plants are required by this monitoring program. (6) 
Acceptance Criteria: No acceptance criteria are 
specified by NRC monitoring program. Methods must be 
capable of detecting leaks smaller then technical 
specification limits. (7) Corrective Action: Corrective 
actions are taken to prevent recurrence of this type of 
corrosion. This includes modifications in design and 
operating procedures as necessary to reduce the 
probability of primary coolant leaks and the use of 
suitable corrosion resistant materials or the application 

of protective coatings/claddings. (8) Coqfirmation 
Procew Licenses were required to respond to GL 88-05 
within 60 days providing assurances that the mandated 
program was in place or to be promptly implemented.  
(9) Admiristrative Controb The Licensees shall 

maintain records of the programs and results obtained.  
(10) Opera ting qerienw- Objective evidence 

indicates that boric acid corrosion of steel supports and 

other structural elements is adequately managed by the 
eis, rogram.  

B.1Loso detoSame as 7 Losssý I of to EewfroneTaws 

En~ G -(SE 

Corrosion 

Same as B2., Of due to Same as B2. 1, of material v&%mmental Saes 

tuu m 7 Comosion 9 
mental 

____ ___ ___ ___ __ ____ ___ ___ ___ ___ Corrosion

Draft December 6,1999III B2-8



R3. Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and 

Instrumentation 

B3. 1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B3.2 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

Draft December 6, 1999111133-1



B3. Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and 
Instrumentation 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B3 addresses supports/anchorage for racks, panels, cabinets, and enclosures for 
electrical equipment and instrumentation. Component supports are not specifically addressed in 
the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR). Regions of interest and applicable 
aging effects are identified in. the Table. The aging management review is presented for each region 
of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the 
building structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is 
to ensure adequate anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis 
events, so that the supported element can perform its intended function.

Draft December 6, 1999• • III B3-2



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorave of Racks. Panels. Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical ERaiDment and Instrumentation

Structure/ Region of t Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component 4 Interest Material ment Effect Mechanismj References

Loss of 
Material

(
en 

Corrosion

IOCFR50.65 

NUMARC 93-01, 
Revision 2 

Regulatory Guide 
1.160 (formerly 
Draft DG-1051)

Draft December 6, 1999

mr3

B3.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Inside 
contain
ment/ 
Outside 
contain
ment

11! 133-3



HL SuTRUCTRS AN~D COMPONETr SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks, Panels. Cabinets, an cloSuresx for Electrical Eauloment and Instrumentation
Existing Aging Management Program U OR 

(AMP) I / Evaluation and Technical Basis aEvauation
Maintenance Rule

-Structures monitoring 

"e 'Maintenance Rule" is intended 
m itor the effectiveness of man nce 
acti4ties in nuclear power plants. t 
focu on the adequacy of pre• tive 
and c tiemaintenance a ties.  

10CFR 65 requires each ii see to 
develop implement a p to 
verify that e current licensg basis 
(CLB) is ma tained throu riodic 
testing and pection of c plant 
structures, sy tems, and imponents.  
The nuclear po er indus , through the 
Nuclear Energy stitute I), has 
developed guidan for development of 
such programs. R v. 2 NUMARC 93-01 
was issued in April 9 . USNRC 
Regulatory Guide 1. , Rev. 2, issued in 
March 1997, identifi. this document as 
an acceptable approa to meeting the 
objectives of 10CFR . 5.  

Revision 2 to C -01 added 
Section 10.2.3, 'M tor g the Condition 
of Structures." It phas the 
importance of mo itoring condition of 
plant structures•. Quoting m• this 
report, "Monito the con ition of 
structures, likeystems and components, 
should be pr ctive in and 
provide early arning of d cdation. The 
baseline con tion of plant s ctures 
should be es blished to facilite 
condition m nitoring activities" 

Regulato Position 1.5 "Monito- of 
St -" in RG1. 160, Rev. 2, tates 
that the aintenance Rule does ot treat 
struc differently from sys sand 
compo nts. The attributes of an 
acep ble structure monitoring 
are di ssed.  

Stru. Monitoring Programs 
de oped to meet the requirements f 
10 50.65 (Maintenance Rule) can 

ted for addressing aging 
m magcment of structures and stru 

ponents to meet the requirements of 
CFR54 (License Renewal). License

applicant for License Renewal may reference its 
S ctur1s Monitoring Program developed to meet the 
req ents of the Maintenance Rule (IOCFR50.65) as 
furth defined and clarified by NUMARC 93-01, R sion 
2 and ry Guide 1. 160, Revision 2. The 
gdl contained in these documents provid.an 
adequate undation for formulating licensee-s c MR 
Structures onitoring Programs. An appli for 
Licensen should confirm that its MR tructures 
Monitor Pro adequately manages effects of 
aging so t tended functions of s ctures and 
component suppo will be maintained, nsistent with 
the currTent licensin basis, for the pen of extended 
operation. The applint should its MR 
Structures Monito Program again the attributes of 
an acceptable aging m gement pr . Evaluation 
of MR stru res Moni again the ten (10) criteria 
for an acceptable aging t program follows: 
(1)Scope of Program: The RtSictures Monitoring 
Program scope is defined the censee; it may or may 
not encompass all struc d structural components 
which must be reviewed for I se Renewal. The 
applicant should clearly iden the structure/aging 
effect/aging mechanism co bi tions which are 
managed by the MR Sruc onitoring Program. For 
potential structure/aging ect / mechanism 
combinations not co by the Structures 
Monitoring Program, th applia should justify that it 
is not significant forth applicant' plant, or identify the 
applicable aging ement 
(21 Preventive Actio Inspection d maintenance of 
protective coatings w ch inhibit co on of steel 
structural elements hould be includ as part of 
Structures Monitor . No specific pre antive actions 
are identified for o er aging mechanis s.  
(3) Parameters K toredlInspected: r MR 
Structures Mon• Programs, speeifi n of the 
parameters moni red or inspected is the ponsibility 
of the licensee. r License Renewal, the s c 
parameters mo itored or inspected should linked to 
degradatio of tended function(s) adsoddetect the 
presence and t of aging effects. The inson 
scope should eude bolt-tightness checks for ncrete 
expansion chors subjected to vibratory loads. The 
applicant s ould confirm that its specification o 
parame to be monitored or inspected is consi t 
with mee Criterion 3.  
14) De on of Aging Effects: Detection of aging 
effects ore there is loss of intended function req 
that odic inspection be conducted, utilizing 
appro inspection methods implemented by qu ed 
in rs. Under the Maintenance Rule, the inspecti n 
sch ule, inspection methods and inspector 
qua catons are defined by the individual licensees.  
api t for License Renewal should confirm that 

ei ants of its MR Structures Monitoring Program are 
sistent with meeting Criterion 4.

No, if within 
the scope of 
the 
applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 
need to be 
evaluated.

Draft December 6, 1999111133-4



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS

Structure/ Region of I I Environ- Aging I Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment I Effect Mechanism References

.J. .1. L A L * ________________

Draft December 6, 1999
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mI STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
]B3 Anchorag and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation

Existing Aging Management Program It 
(AMP)

O*L~~~~~~ = .. 5±f. =an LVG±aOin

AR\wRenewal applicants are encouraged to 
e crt for existing programs.  

A w formulated and documented 
strui monitoring program, i 
accord ce with the guidance p vided in 
NLUMAR 93-01, Revision 2; d 
Reglt Guide 1.160 R on2, 
should satis the req ts for an 
acceptable g manage ent program 
for License Re' al, wh evaluated 
against the ten 0) cri ra defined in 
Section 3.0 of the SRP for License 
Renewal.  

The Calvert Cliffs Oconee License 
Reneal pplca ns o not directly take 

crdi"t for struc m toring under the 
"Mitenance tile. Pln-specific 

structures m nitoring p s are 
ide.ntified described, demonstrate 
that adeq aging m ent 
programs in place for s ctures and 
struc components. Th programs 
were ted by the staff ag . st the 
ten (10) iteria for an accptab aging 

ent program, defined Section 
3.0 of e Draft SRP-LR. For the ost 
part, ese programs are considr 
adeq te. Specific open and co tory 
i are identified where these s 
fall hort of completely satisfying the n 
eni na Prospective apliat fo 
Linse Renewal may review the Calv 
Cfs and Oconee applicati*ns/SERs, fo 

pies of structures monitoring 
rograms which were credited for License 
enewal.

Draft December 6, 1999

Further
-A 72-

III B3-6

m [

S X onitoring and Trending. Documentation and 
c00 son of successive inspection results is needed perfo• meaningful trending. An appropriate inse on 
sched ushould be established to provide reason le 
assurancethat adeqluate monitoring and trendig will be 

S(6) Acceptance •rteria.. Acceptance cri1 against 
which the nee~d fo corrective action is auated, are not 
specified int~he MR r its imple~meni g documents.  
Theme criteria are defled on a li ~e-specific basis.  

existing applicable codes• d s ~dards and/or good 
eniern patc.The . /cant for Li'cense Renewal 
should confirm that the ac tance criteria utilized in its MR Structures Monito -will provide for 

timely corrective action nror to lss of intended function 
and are consistent wit meeting (terion 6.  
(73 Corrective Aetlo: Provided ttMR Structures 
Monitoring Program s conducte under 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix B (Quaili Assurance), t~he tivrew Action 
requirement of eion 7 is satisfied.  
(83 Co nfihmatio /Procew Provided the Str'uctures 
Monitoring is conducted under 10 3FR 50, 
Appendix B (Q Uty Assurance), the Con l tion 
requirement •fCriterion 8 is satisfied. \ 
(9) Adm~inis li've Controlm• Provided the MR 
Structures onitoring Program is conducted un er 
10CFR50 •ppendix B (Quality Assurance), the \ 
Admini sative Controls requirement of Criterion is 

(10) o atn E]xpeiec: MRSrcue M rnit 
rors to detect and correct aging degradation whi • 

fatens intended functions have oniy recently been\ 
ia emenmted. At this time, it appears that MR " 
S ctures Monitoring should be an effective program, 

•ided the details of licensee-specific programs 
eqately• addres Criteria 1, 3, 4, and 6.



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks. Panels. Cabinets. and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation

Structure/ Region of' Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

Carbon 
Steel

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Boric Acid 
Corrosion

NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1,2, and 3

B3.2 All Building Reinforced Inside Reduction Concrete Same as B3. 1, 
concrete concrete, contain- in concrete degradation Loss of material 
surround- grout, ment/ anchor due to Environ

, ing anchor masonry Outside capacity mentalCorosion 

bolts; contain
Grout pads ment

Draft December 6, 1999
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B3.1 All Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

(
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DlL STRUCTURES AND SUPPORTS 
__3 o ___ ks, Panels, ýCCabine~ts,:and ýEnclosa~res for Electrical Equip~ment an gmentation

/•disting Aging Management Program 
(AMPI

GwwnerL Letterr ii o*Boric Acid 
Corrosion zef C.a.riz StO&l Re""Wz P(oqlam 

tl iLe reato .,UrniA trl g'

an elementofth aFrHea au8&D

Evaluation and Technical Basis
Further

Evalatio and Technical Basis--- Evaluation

boundary of PWR's, containing borated water, mus 
monitored for early detection of small leaks, in o er to 
prevent significant loss of material from bo cid 
corrosion. Early detection and correctio leakage 
should protect adjacent structural el ents (e.g., 
supports) from boric acid corrosio. (2) Preventative 
Actior: This is primarily a mo ring program, in 
addition to any regular prey tive maintenance. (3) 
Parameters MonitoreIpected The required 
program includes 1) i tification of locations where 
leaks smaller than hnical specification limits can 
cause degradati of the pressure boundary by boric acid 
corrosion, an 2) development and implementation of 
proced or locating small coolant leaks. (4) 
Detecti The mandated monitoring program includes 
meth s for conducting examinations to detect leakage.  

E neering evaluations are then perfore o sa 
S......... ... _..,,v,...,••,•.i---'- .-. e--~u•bo ndary .  

when leakage is located. (S Monitoring and ng: 
No monitoring or trending activities for assess the 
impact of boric acid corrosion on carbon s• reactor 

pressure boundary components in ts are 
required by this monitoring proo (6) Acceptance 
Criteria: No acceptance crit specified by NRC 
monitoring program. Me s must be capable of 
detecting leaks smaller en technical specification 
limits. (7, Correcti o:Action Corrective actions are 
taken to prevent urrence of this type of corrosion.  
This includes odifications in design and operating 
procedures necessary to reduce the probability of 
primary lant leaks and the use of suitable corrosion 
resi t materials or the application of protective 

Licenses were required to respond to GL -0 60 
days providing assurances that the ted program 
was in place or to be promptly emented.  
(9) Admistratve Cont: enLicensees shall 

maintain records of programs and results obtained.  
(10) Oper'a" •qeriernewn Objective evidence 

indicates ric acid corrosion of steel supports, and 
other ctural elements is adequately managed b e

Same as 33. I a I of material due to Same as B3. 1, Las9fjel! due to Environmental 
Environmenk ).iow Corrosion -N

vided 
sual 

* spection 
dvadjacent is 

e luded in 
a plicant's 
p gram.  

erwise, 

pecific 
valuation 

be 
uuired.

Draft December 6, 1999
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B4. Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g. eranes, DG, HVAC System 
Components) 

B4.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B4.2 Vibration Isolation Elements 
B4.3 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads 

/

Draft December 6, 1999III B4-1



B4. Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g., EDG, HVAC System 
Components) 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B4 addresses supports/anchorage for miscellaneous mechanical equipment.  
Component supports are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License 
Renewal (SRP-LR). Regions of interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. The 
aging management review is presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the 
building structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is 
to ensure adequate anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis 
events, so that the supported element can perform its intended function.  

III B4-2 Draft December 6, 1999



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS B4 Suneorta for Miscellaneous Mechanical Eaui:,ment Ie.u. cranes. EDG. EVAC System Comnonentst

IStructure/ 1Region of mEnvio- gn ecAging Item IComponent IInterest 4 aeil mn fet Mehns References

B4.1 All Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Carbon 
Steel

Inside 
contain
ment/ 
Outside 
contain
ment

Loss of Environ

Corrosion 

@e, 

pi4FikI,

IOCFR50.65 

NUMARC 93-01i, 

Revision 2 

Regulatory Guide 
160 (formerly 

DG-1051)

Draft December 6, 1999
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STRUCTURES AND COMPOZENTS SUPPORTS7 
B4 Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Ea lpme t (fe.g., Cranes, EDG, EVAC System Components)

Existing Aging Management Program /_Further 
(AMP) I z Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Maintenance Rule 
(l0CFR50.65) 
-Structures monitoring

.e 'Mantenance Rule is intended to 
o tr the effectiveness of maintenance/ 

activi 'es in nuclear power plants. It 
focus on the adequacy of preventive 
and c maintenance activities.  

10CFR50. requires each licensee 
develop and' plement a program 
verify that th current licensing is 
(CLB) is mained through pe' *c 
testing and ins tion of criti plant 
structures, sys s, and coM nents.  
The nuclear pow industry, ugh the 
Nuclear Energy (Niute (N , has 
developed guid for the lveopment of 
such programs. Re.2to C 93-01 
was issued in April 19. SNRC 
Regulatory Guide 1. 1 0, ev. 2, issued in 
March 1997, identif sa document as 
an acceptable approa meeting the 
objectives of 100FR5O.  

Revision 2 to NUMAR 3-01 added 
Section 10.2.3, 'Mo nrg the Condition 
of Structures." It phizes the 
importance of monii 'the condition of 
plant structures. o from this 
report, 'Monito the co dition of 
structures, like s stems d components, 
should be predic'€ in na and 
provide early wn'gof d dation. The 
baseline condi on of plant tructures 
shouldbees lisht " 
oondition motivi :" 

Regulatory ition 1.5 'Mo toring of 
Structures in RG1. 160, Rev. , states 
that the 'itenac Rule d not treat 
struc differently from sys s and 
compon ts. The attributes of 
accepi le structure monito' rga 
are di ssed.  

Stru Monitoring Programs 
dcv pod to meet the requiremen of 
10 50.65 (Maintenance Rule) be 

'ted for addressing aging 
m n ent of structures and stru tural 

mponents to meet the requlremen of 
1 CFR54 (License Renewal). License

ýn #plicant for License Renewal may reference its 
ctures Monitoring Program developed to meet the 

uirements of the Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65), as 
er defined and clarified by NUMARC 93-01, Revion 

2 Regt Rulatory Guide 1.160, Revision 2. The 
guide iescontained in these documents provide 
adequte foundation for formulating licensee-s fc MR 
Stru Monitoring Programs. An applicant r 
Liense lenewal should confirm that its MR S ctures 
Monitorin Program adequately manages the ,ecs of 
aging so t the intended functions of struc and 
component upports will be maintained, con istent with 
the current rcnsing basis, for the period o extended 
operation. applicant should assess itsMR 
Structures Mo 'toring Program against th attributes of 
an acceptable management program. Evaluation 
of MR Struc Monitoring against th/en (10) criteria 
for an acceptable management p gram follows: 
(1)Scope of Pro The MR Struct Monitoring 
Program scope is d bythe ien it may or may 
not encompass all s ctures and s ctural components 
which must be revi ed for License enewaL The 
applicant should ce y identify th structure/aging 
effect/aging mechanis combina ns which are 
managed by the MR S ctures nitoring Program. For 
potential structure/ effect! g mechanism 
combinations not coy by MR Structures 
Monitoring Program, the pp1nt should justify that it 
is not significant for the a s plant, or identify the 
applicable aging managem program.  
(2) Preventive Actions In tion and maintenance of 
protective coatings which *bit corrosion of steel 
structural elemetsh included. as part of 
Structures Monitoring. o spc preventive actions 
are identified for other * in *sms.  
(3) Parameters Moniu redl• For MR 
Structures Monitorn Programs, tion of the 
parameters monito or in tis the responsibility 
of the licensee. For icense Renew the specific 
parameters moni or inspected sould be linked to 
degradation of inn ded function(s) should detect the 
presence and t of aging effects. inspection 
scope should i ude bolt-tightness chec s for concrete 
expansion an ors subjected to vibratory oads. The 
applicant s tuld confirm that its specifica n of 
paramet to be monitored or inspeced is nsistent 
with Criterion 3.  
(4) Detc on of Aging Effects. Detection of 
effects ore there is loss of intended function uires 
that *cinspection be conducted, utilizing 
appront inspection methods implemented byq 
UMins i Under the Maintenance Rule, the inspecn 

ule, inspection methods and inspector 
q cations are defined by the individual licensees. An 

plicant for License Renewal should confirm that these 
ents of its MR Structures Monitoring Program are 

nsistent with meeting Criterion 4.

No, if within 
the scope of 
the 
applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 
need to be 
evaluated.

Draft December 6, 1999
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InL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B4 SuDoorts for Miscellaneous Mechanical Eaul')ment Ie.g.. Cranes. EDG. ]HVAC System Components)

Structure/ Region of " Environ- Aging A" 
Item Component I Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

B4. 1
+ I I I- I

Ali Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Carbon 
Steel

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Boric Acid 
Corrosion NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1,2, and 3

Draft December 6, 1999II B34-5



IM STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS 8 
B4SnntsfrMneinniMeai nmetI' rae.DG ACSte onnnz

Edsti'ng Aging Management Program - - Further 
(AMP) -Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

enewal applicants are encouraged (5) Monitoring and TrendLng. Documentation and 
ecetfor ewdsting proras. iparson of successive inspection results is needed to 

pe - meaningful trending. An appropriate ins tion 
A well ormulated and documen sched should be established to provide ble 
struc monitoring pr , in assuran that adequate monitoring and g will be 
accorda with the guidan provided in accomplis ed under the MR Structure M toring 
NUMARC 9 1, Revision , and Porm 
Regulatory G de 1.160, evision 2, (61 Accep Criteria: Acceptanc *teria, against 
should satisfy e req .ments for an which the n for corrective actio is evaluated, are not 
acceptable aging ement program specified in the R or its inpl" ting documents.  
for License Renew hen evaluated These criteria defined on a censee-specific basis.  
against the ten (10) teria defined in The acceptance *teria sho be consistent with 
Section 3.0 of the SRP for License existing applicableo es standards and/or good 
Renewal. /engineering practice The plicant for License Renewal 

should confirm that e tane criteria utilized in its 
The Calvert Cliff and Oco ee License MR Structures Monito Program will provide for 
Renewal appli ions do no directly take timely corrective act ror to loss of intended function 
credit for stru monito under the and ar= ossen h etn Criterion 6.  
Maintenance ule. Plant- c (7) Correctie w4 vided the MR Structures 
structures m nitoring p s are Monitoring I is cond cted under 10 CFR 50, 
identified an described, to d onstrate Appendix B (Q *ty Assuran ), the Corrective Action 
that adeq aging maargeme t requirement of terion 7 is tisfied.  
programs in place for struc and (8) Conflirm n Processr ed the MR Structures 
structural mponents. These p s Monitoring isond und 10 CFR 50, 
were eval ted by the staff agains the Appendix B uality Assurance), Confirmation 
ten (10) Iteria for an acceptable g euirem of Criterion 8 issasf 
manage ent program, defined in tion (9) Ad trative Controls: Provid the MR 
3.0 of e Draft SRP-LR. For the mo t Struc Monitoring Program is cond under 

part, ese programs are considered 10CFR Appendix B (Quality Assurance the 
adeq:te. Specific open and co r y Admini trative Controls requirement of on 9 is 
items identified where these s satifi 
fanl s rt of completely satisfying the (101 rating Experience: MR Structures onitorLng 

cte .Prospective applicants for s odtc n orc gngderanwhc 
Liese Renewal may review the Calvert tens intended functions have only recenybeen 
Cls and Oconee applications/SERs, for e Aented. t this time, it appears that MR 

pies of structures monitoring S tures Monitoring should be an effective 
p grams which were credited for License rovided the details of licensee-specifi programs\ 
R equately address Criteria 1, 3, 4,and 6.

Ge.ti-. Lota 12 .W--oric Acid 

PI .. ;•.Lu --ce 0 L-or...--u -w :fs ----l-•; .:g 
Corr•-c s, compon•,• Au iz a d .or 

evidnce of leakage anr corrosion snouki 
m bMan element of the applcant-s R-. .  
monoring program.

N'1

boundary of PWR's, containing borated watera t be 
monitored for early detection of small I , in order to 
prevent significant loss of material boric acid 
corrosion. Early detection and ¢ on of leakage 
should protect adjacent st tir elements (e-g., 

supports) from boric acim rrosion. (2) Prevtative 
Action: This is y a monitoring program, in 
addition to any preventive maintenance. (3) 

Paraetes N tore*7nspectedI The required 
program incdes 1) identification of locations where 
leaksm s er than technical specification limits can 
cause egradation of the pressure boundary by boric a* 
co ion, and 2) development and implementation of 

for

No, 
provided 
visual 
inspection 

fadjacent 
areas is 

included in 
applicant's 
program.  
Otherwise, 
plant
specific 
evaluation 
will be 
required.

111134-6 3t,? !199"9



iL STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B4 Supports for 1iscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g., Crmes. EDG, J{WAC System Components) 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

Same as B4. 1, 
B4.1 All Support Carbon Inside Crc Loss of material 

members; Steel contain- due to Enronn

Anchor ment/ mental Corrosion 

bolts; Outside 
Welds contain

merit 

B4.2 All Vibration Non- Inside Reduc- Radiation S 
isolation metallic/ contain- tion/ Hardening Loss of material 

elements rubber ment/ Loss of Temper- due to Environ

Outside isolation ature, mentalCorrosion 
contain- function. humidity, 

merat sustained 
vibratory 
loading 

.3 All B'ding ore side uctkion te or 7 Wne as 4j 
00 te co crete, ta- Inn d ation o 

Ss tin gro In t/ an dto den 

bol, con* load 

~ utin t o ere fct,

a
III B4-7 Draft December 6, 1999



Ill STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B4 Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equlpment Ie.E.. Cranes. EDG. HVAC System Componental

Existing Aging Management Program - I Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

cludes M ods for conducting tions to tect 
leakage. Engineering evaluations are then pe ed to 
establish the impact on the reactor coolant sure 
boundary when leakage is located. (5) torng and 
Trendin. No monitoring or trending a vities for 
assessing the impact of boric acid co sion on carbon 
steel reactor pressure boundary co ponents in PWR 
plants are required by this moni ring program. (6) 
Acceptance Criteria: No ace c riteria are 
specified by NRC monit * rogram. Methods must be 
capable of detecting leaks aller then technical 
specifiation Eimits. (7) orrective Action: Corrective 
aovent recurrence of this type of 
corrosio This mci es modifications in design and 
operag proced as necessary to reduce the 
probability of pri ary coolant leaks and the use of 
suitable corrosi n resistant materials or the application 
of protective tings/claddings. (8) Cofirmaztdon 
p :Lcess Li ses were required to respond to GL 88-05 
within 60 d s providing assurances that the mandated 
program w in place or to be promptly implemented.  
(9) Adn ye ControL The Licensees shall 
main records of the programs and results obtained.  
(10) ng Mvperienw Objective evidence 

mdiates that boric acid corrosion of steel supports and 
o .estructural elements is adequately managed by the

Same as D4. 1, due to Envonmenta 
Corrosion

Draft December 6, 1999

,7

Same as B4.1 material due to 
EnWronmestal

/Wavc--/rD
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BS5. Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, Jet 
Impingement Shields) 

B5. 1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B5.2 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

BDraft December 6, 1999III B5- 1



B5. Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, Jet 

Impingement Shields) 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B5 addresses supports/anchorage for miscellaneous steel structures. Component 

supports are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP

LR). Regions of interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. The aging 

management review is presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the 

building structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is 

to ensure adequate anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis 

events, so that the supported element can perform its intended function.

Draft December 6, 1999III B5-2



3ii. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
.Xmt mncm.n hr1* F

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

10CFRS0.65 

NUMARC 93-01, 
evision 2 

egulatory Guide 
/1. 160 (formerly 
Draft DG- 105 1)

Draft December 6, 1999

B5.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Loss of 
Material

Inside 
contain
ment/ 
Outside 
contain
ment

Environ
' e "'aL 
:ý toný' 

16 - e.  

4w nj 

CM05.101A, 

e4i evý&i 
ýLTff 0& i trA, 
eý)

III B5-3



m3. STRUCTURES AND COBIPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Stru e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet Impvinsement Shieldsz

Existing Aging Management Program 
(AMP) 

Maintenance Rule 
(IOCFR50.65) 
-Structures monitoring 

'Masintenance Rule. is intended to 
onitor the effectiveness of main 

a tivities in nuclear power plants. It 
f ses on the adequacy of pwrevent 
ancorrective maintenance atvt 

10 50.65 requires each licen to 
dev op and implement a p to 
v that the current licensing is 
(CLB) is maintained through odic 
tes and inspection of criti plant 
stru systems, and co., nents.  
The nu power indusry, ugh the 
Nuclear ergy Institute I), has 
develo guidance for the evelopment of 
such p s. Rev. 2 to C 93-01 
was issu in April 1996. USNRC 
Regulatory uide 1.160, cv. 2, issued in 
March 1 identifies *s document as 
an acceptabl approac to meeting the 
objectives of 0CFR50 5.  

Revision 2 to 93-01 added 
Section 10.2.3, 0Mtoring the Condition 
Of Strcue. e hasizes the 
imortanc of m ring the condition of 
plant structures. uoting from this 
report, Monito the condition of 
structues, l s s and components, 
should be p in nature and 
provide early w of degradation. The 
baseline condion of lant structures 
should be es lished facilitate 
sonodit~ion m orn a iite.  

Regulatoy on 1.5 onitoring of 
Structures' RG1.160, ev. 2, states 
that the Mntenance Rul does not treat 
structures tly from stems and 
component. The attributes fan 

ptab structue monito program 
aediscu 

Struc Monitoring Program 
develo to meet the requi-rem ts of 
1OCFR .65 (Maintenance Rule be 
credi for addressinga 

ement of structures and stu 
com nents to meet the requirem ts of 
10 54 (Liense Renewal). License

"En aFurther 
Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

applicant for License Renewal may reference its 
tructures Monitoring Program developed to meet the 

uirements of the Maintenance Rule (1OCFR50.65), 
er defined and clarified by NUMARC 93-01, Revi on 

2 d Regulatory Guide 1.160, Revision 2. The 
g�_�i es contained in these documents provide 
adeq foundation for formulating licensee-s MR 
Stru Monitoring Programs. An applicant r 
Licen Renewal should confirm that its MR S ictures 
Monito g Program adequately manages the ects of 
aging that the intended functions of struc and 
compon t supports will be maintained, co sistent with 
the t~ licensing basis, for the period f extended 
operation. The applicant should assess MR 
Structures onitoring Program agains attributes of 
an acceptab aging management pr . Evaluation 
of MR Str Monitoring aga~insý te ten (10) criteria 
for an accepta lc aging manageme program follows: 
(1)Scope of : The MR S ctures Monitoring 

Program scope i defined by the insee; it may or may 
not encompass, structures d structural components 
which must be e'wed for Renewal. The 
applicant should ly id the structure/aging 
effect/aging mec sm co binations which are 
managed by the MR truc Monitoring Program. For 
potential structure/! 'effect/aging mechanism 
combinations not cov by the MR Structures 
Monitoring Program, applicant should justify that it 
is not significant for e plicant's plant, or identify the 
applicable aging ent program.  
(2) Preventive Ie ns: spection and maintenance of 
protectiv coatings hich bit corrosion of steel 
str u elemen should included as part of 
Structures Momniring. No c preventive actions 
are identified fo other aging echanisms.  
(3) Parameters onitored/l: For MR 
Structures Mo s, specification of the 
parameters nitored or ins is the responsibility 
of the lin. For License Renal, the specific 
parameters onitored or inspe should be linked to 
degradatio of intended function(s should detect the 
presence extent of aging effe ts. The inspection 
scope sho d include bolt-tighness ecks for concrete 
expansio anchors subjecte to vibra loads. The 

appli should confirm that its n of 
param to be monitored or inspected consistent 
with m ting Criterion 3.  
(4) De on of Aging Effects- Detection o 
effects ore there is loss of intended functio requires 
that *c inspection be conducted, utilizin 
app a inspection methods implemented b ualifled 
ins rs. Under the Maintenance Rule, the in n 
sch ule, inspection methods and inspector 

cations are defined by the individual licensees.  
ap cnt for License Renewal should confirm that 

el ents of its MR Structures Monitoring Program are 
consistent with meeting Criterion 4.

A 

Draft Decmnber 6, 1"99

No, if within 
the scope of 
the 
applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 
need to be 
evaluated.
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13L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet Imninvement Shieldsl

. Structure/ Region of I I Environ- Aging [ Aging 
Item I Component I Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

L _______ 4. L _______ J. _______ J _______ .1.

Draft December 6, 1999III B5-5
4



m.L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
ES Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Struc (e-g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet oimDinvement Shieldsl

(AMP) I/ Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Renewal applicants are encouraged to 
e credit for existing programs=.  

A w formulated and docum 
struc monitoring , in 
accord •e with the guidan provided in 
NUMARC 3-01, Revision ; and 
Regulato .Guid 1.160, evision 2, 
should sati the req ments for an 
acceptable g m ement program 
for License R ewal, en evaluated 
against the ten 10) iteria defined in 
Section 3.0 of th D SRP for License 
Renewal.  

The Calvert Cliffs Oconee License 
Renewal applica ns o not directly take 
credit for struc m nitoring under the 
Main R . PR -specif• c 
structures mo*torng pr, s are 
identified and escribed, demonstrate 
that adeqUa aging m ent 
programs ain place for stctures and 
structural mponents. Th programs 
were eval by the staff st the 
ten (10) for an acceptab aging 
managemnt program, defined I Section 
3.0 of the SRP-LR. For the ost 
part, th programs are consid 
adequn . Specific open and co, ry 
items identified where these s 
fall sh of completely satisfying the 
c . - Prospective applicants for 
Licen Renewal may review the Calv 
Cliff, and Oconee applications/SERs, for 

ples of structures monitoring 
p s which were credited for License 
Renewal.

(5) Monitoring and Treiding. Documentation and / 
parison of successive inspection results is n ed to 

p meaningful trending. An appropriate pection 
sched should be established to provide nable 
ass that adequate monitoring and t ding will be 
accomph hed under the MR Structure nitoring 
Program.  
16) Accep ce Criteria. Acceptance iteria, against 
which the eed for corrective action s evaluated, are not 
specified in e MR or its implem documents.  
These cri J are defined on a i see-specific basis.  
The acceptan criteria should consistent with 
existing appli le codes and s dards and/or good 
engineering pra tice. The app cant for License Renewal 
should confirm t the ac tance criteria utilized in its 
MR Structures Mo *toring gram will provide for 
timely corrective ac. on p r r to loss of intended function 
and are consistent eeting Criterion 6.  
(7) Corrective Actio - vided the MR Structures 
Monitoring Program is nducted under 10 CFR 50, 
Appendix B (Quality A ce), the Confirmation 
requirement of -ri on 8 ' satisfied.  
(9) AdministratIve ntro Provided the MR 
Structures Monito g is conducted under 
l0CFR50 Appendj B (Quality A urance), the 
Administrative Is requiremnt of Criterion 9 is 
satisfied.  
(9) AAmin•, tve Controin Provid the MR 
Structures nitoring Program is con ted under 
10CFRSO A n B (Quality Assuran the 
Administ ye Controls requirement of *on 9 is 
satisfied.  
(10) Op. ting Experlence: MR Structures nitoring 

to detect and correct aging dead which 
tra s intended functions have only recently 

imple ented. At this time, it appears that MR 
Sin e Monitoring should be an effective program, 

d the details of licensee-specific programs 
ad uaeyaddress Criteria 1, 3, 4, and 6.

Draft December 6, 1999., III B5-6



13L STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Mlscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platform- Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet Impinvement Shieldsl

Item Structure/ I Region of Ient E1tEnviron- [sAging MAgi 
Itm jComponent jInterest MaeilJ ment Effect Mechanism I References

Carbon 
Steel

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Boric Acid 
Corrosion NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1,2, and 3

B5.2 Building Reinforced Inside Reduction Concrete Same as B5.1, 
concrete concrete, contain- in concrete degradation Loss ofmatenal 
surround- grout, ment/ anchor due to Envrony Ing anchor masonry Outside capacity eZC O7SWi 

bolts; contain
Grout pads ment

Draft December 6, 1999III B57

BS. I Al Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

(



m1. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints,

Exi g Aging Management Program Further 
- (AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

( t 0 oric Acid 

Corrosiono• f CM- ---h n 1 , 1 le•ta ziz p 

sU4*etures, C.:Umtm 1for 

se , , d ru-o- rf"f e for

/

i

Same as B5. 1, L~s~aekJdue to Swune as BS. 1, Ldseso r6W~a due to Environmental Same as 

E'wnvionentaicd~ o Corrosion 5.2, Loss 

P~, 

Corrosbon

Draft December 6, 1999

No, 
provided 
visual 
inspection 
of adjacent 

~~esis 
ncluded in 

applicant's 
Jprogram.  
Otherwise, 
plant
specific 
evaluation 
will be 
required.

11115-8

co-"-pe qJ gram: Te p-i 
boundary of PWR's, containing borated water, mn be 
monitored for early detection of small leaks, order to 
prevent significant loss of material from cacid 
corrosion. Early detection .and correc: n of leakage 
should protect adjacent structural ements (e.g., 
supports) from boric acid corros n. (2) Preventative 
Action This is primarily a itoring program, in 
addition to any regular p entive maintenance. (3) 
Parameters Monitor nspecte& The required 
pr g a i c .de i r "ntifc on of locations where / 

them c the reator coa pressure boundary by boric acid 
corsod2 wlpment and implementation of 
proced• forlctn small coolant leaks. (4)_ 
D o: h mnated monitoring program "includes 

mc s for conducting examinations to detect leakage ..  

the impact on the reactor coolant pressure, bound 
when leakage is located. (5) Monitoring ng.  
No monitoring or trending activities fo sing the 
impact of boric acid corrosion on n steel reactor 
pressure boundary compone in PWR plants are 
required by this momto program. (6) Acceptance 
Criteria: No accep criteria are specified by NRC 
monitoring prog. Methods must be capable of 

=limits. (rrective Actiorn Corrective actions are 
taken. prevent recurrence of this type of corrosion.  
Thi clIe modifi"cations in design and operatring / 

primary coolant leaks and the use of suitable sion 
reitn aeil r the appl"ication of p etive \ 

coatings/claddings. (8) Co'ftrma• o 
Licenses were required to respon GL 88-05 within 60 
days providing assurances the mandated program 
was in place or to be pro tiy implemented. (9) 
Administrative Co b: The Licensees shall maintain 
records of the p s and results obtained. (10) 
Operatin• enw Objective evidence indicates t 
boric a rosion of steel supports and other 
struc elements is adequately managed bye

t =011itwillis Flavam.



CHAPTER III B

COMPONENT SUPPORTS

NEI Draft 6/7/00



Major Component Supports 

BI. Supports for ASME Class Piping and Components 

B2. Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, TubeTrack, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping 

and Components 

B3. Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation 

B4. Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g., Cranes, EDG, HVAC System Components) 

B5. Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, Jet Impingement 

Shields)

NEI Draft 6/7/00



Bi. Supports for ASME Class Piping and Components

B1.1 Class 1 

B 1.1.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 

B1.1.2 High Strength Bolting for Major NSSS Component Supports 

B 1.1.3 Constant/Variable Load Spring Hangers; Guides; Stops; Sliding Surfaces; Design 

Clearances 

B11.1.4 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads 

B1.2 Class 2, 3 and MC 

B 1.2.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 

B 1.2.2 Constant/Variable Load Spring Hangers; Guides; Stops; Sliding Surfaces; Design 

Clearances 

B 1.2.3 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

NEI Draft 6/7/00111131-1



BI. Supports for ASME Class Piping and Components

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table Ill 81 addresses supports/anchorage for ASME Class piping systems and associated 

components. B1 is further subdivided into Class 1 (81.1) and Class 2, 3, and MC (831.2). Component 

supports are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR).  

Regions of interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. The aging management review 

is presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the building 

structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is to ensure adequate 

anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis events, so that the supported 

element can perform its intended function.

NEI Draft 6/7/00111131-2



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Components

Structure/ I Region of 1 Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

B 1.1.1 Class 1 Support Carbon Inside Loss of Environ- 1OCFR50.55a 
Piping and Members; Steel Contain- Material mental 
component Anchor ment Corrosion ASME Section 
supports Bolts; (i.e., pitting XI, Subsection 
excluding Welds corrosion, IWF, 1989 
integral general 
attachment corrosion, 
s per the etc.) 
Code.

NEI Draft 6/7/00111131-3



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 SuDDorts for ASME Class 1 Pivl g and Comvonents

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF. See Chapter XI for an evaluation of ASME Section XI, 
Subsection IWF.

No

NEI Draft 6/7/00111131-4



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Components

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1,2, and 3

10CFR50.55a 

ASME Section 
XI, Subsection 
IWF, 1989 

ASME Section 
III, Subsection 
NF

NEI Draft 6/7/00

BI.1.1

BI.1.1

Class I 
Piping and 
component 
supports

Class 1 
Piping and 
component 
supports

Carbon 
Steel

Carbon 
Steel

Support 
Members; 
Anchor 

Bolts; 

Welds

Support 
Members; 
Anchor 
Bolts; 
Welds

Inside PWR 
Contain
ment

Inside 
Contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Cracking

Boric Acid 
Corrosion

Fatigue

111131-5



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Components

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Boric Acid Corrosion Program

ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF.

See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Boric Acid 
Corrosion program.

See Chapter XI for an evaluation of ASME Section XI, 
Subsection IWF.

No, 
provided 
visual 
inspection 
of adjacent 
areas is 
included in 
applicant's 
program.  
Otherwise, 
plant
specific 
evaluation 
will be 
required.

No

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

111131-6



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Co monents

NRC GL 91-17 

EPRI NP-5769 

NUREG- 1339 

IE Bulletin 74-03 

IE Bulletin 82-02

NEI Draft 6/7/00

Bl.l.2 Class 1 
Piping and 
component 
supports

High 
strength 
bolting for 
major NSSS 
component 
supports

Low alloy 
steel, 
tensile 
strength 
>150 ksi

Inside 
contain
ment

Cracking Stress 
corrosion 
cracking

111131-7

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
Bl.1 Sunnorts for ASME Class 1 Plninir and Comnonents

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

ASME Code Section XI, Subsection IWF. See Chapter XI for an evaluation of ASME Section XI, 

Subsection IWF.

No

i. __________________________________________________ I ____________

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

i i

III B 1-8



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
131.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Co mponents 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

BI. 1.3 Class 1 Constant Steel and Inside Loss of Corrosion, 10CFR50.55a 

Piping and and other contain- mecha- distortion, 

component variable ment nical dirt, ASME Section 

supports load spring function overload, XI, Subsection 

hangers; fatigue due IWF, 1989 

guides; to vibratory 

stops; and cyclic 

sliding thermal 

surfaces; loads; 

design elastomer 

clearances; hardening 

vibration 

isolators 

B1. 1.4 Class 1 Building Reinforced Inside Reduction Vibration 1OCFR50.65 

Piping and concrete concrete contain- in concrete 

component surround- and grout ment anchor NUMARC 93-01, 

supports ing anchor capacity Revision 2 

excluding bolts; Grout 

integral pads NRC Regulatory 

attachment Guide 1. 160 
s per the (formerly Draft 

Code DG-1051)

NEI Draft 6/7/00111131-9



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Pipi g and Components 

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF. See Chapter XI for an evaluation of ASME Section XI, No 
Subsection IWF.  

Maintenance Rule See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance No, if within 
(10CFR50.65) Rule (10CFR50.65) - Structures monitoring the scope of 
-Structures monitoring the 

applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non

applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 

need to be 
evaluated.

NEI Draft 6/7/00III Bl-10



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piping and Components

Structure/ Region of [ Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component j Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

NEI Draft 6/7/00III Bl-11



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
BE 1I Sunnorts for ASME Class 1 Pinino and Comnonents

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B 1- 12



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
BI.I SUn~orts for ASME Class 1PiDlnU and Co mvonents

Structure/ Region of I Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

III B 1-13



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B1.1 Supports for ASME Class 1 Piving and Components

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B1- 14



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

B11.2.1 Class 2, 3, Support Carbon Inside Loss of Environ- 10CFR50.55a 

MC Steel contain- Material mental Members; 

Piping and Anchor ment/ corrosion ASME Section 

component Bolts; Outside (i.e. pitting XI, Subsection 

supports Welds contain- corrosion, lWF, 1989 

ment general 

corrosion, 

etc.) 

B 1.2.1 Class 2, 3, Support Carbon Inside PWR Loss of Boric Acid Same as effect of 

MC Members; Steel contain- Material Corrosion boric acid 

Piping and Anchor ment corrosion on 

component Bolts; Class 1 piping 

supports Welds and component 
supports (Bl. 1.1)

NEI Draft 6/7/00III Bl1-15



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Existing Aging Management Program Further 

(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

ASME Section XI, Subsection IWF. See Chapter XI for an evaluation of ASME Section XI, 

Subsection IWF. No 

No, 

Boric Acid Corrosion Program See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Boric Acid provided 

Corrosion program. visual 

inspection 
of adjacent 

areas is 
included in 

applicant's 

program.  

Otherwise, 

plant

specific 

evaluation 

will be 

required

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B 1- 16



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

B 1.2.1 Class 2, 3, Support Carbon Inside Cracking Fatigue Same as effect of 

MC Members; Steel contain- fatigue on Class 

Piping and Anchor ment/ 1 piping and 

component Bolts; Outside component 

supports Welds contain- supports (B1.1. 1) 

excluding ment 

integral 

attachment 

s per the 

code.  

B 1.2.2 Class 2, 3, Constant Steel and Inside Loss of Corrosion, Same as effect of 

MC and other contain- mechani- distortion, corrosion, 

Piping and variable ment/ cal dirt, distortion, dirt 

component load spring Outside function overload, etc. on Class 1 

supports hangers; contain- fatigue due piping and 

excluding guides; ment to vibratory component 

integral stops; and cyclic supports (B].1.3) 

attachment sliding thermal 

s per the surfaces, loads; 

Code design elastomer 

clearances; hardening 

vibration 

isolators

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B 1- 17



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Existing Aging Management Program Further 

(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

1OCFR50.55a/ASME Section XI, See Chapter XI for an evaluation of 1OCFR50.55a/ASME No 

Subsection IWF Section XI, Subsection IWF.  

1OCFR50.55a/ASME Section XI, See Chapter XI for an evaluation of 10CFR50.55a/ASME No 

Subsection IWF Section XI, Subsection IWF.

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B 1-18



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 

B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B1- 19



II. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B1.2 Supports for ASME Class 2, 3 and MC Piping and Components

NEI Draft 6/7/00

Existing Aging Management Program Further 

(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

III Bl-20



B2. Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, TubeTrack, Instrument Tubing, Non

ASME Piping and Components 

B2.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B2.2 Bolted Friction Connections (e.g. Struts) 
B2.3 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

NEI Draft 6/7/00111132-1



B2. Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, TubeTrack, Instrument Tubing, Non

ASME Piping and Components 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B2 addresses supports/anchorage for cable trays, conduit, HVAC ducts, Tube Track, 

instrument tubing, and non-ASME piping/components. Component supports are not specifically addressed 

in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR). Regions of interest and applicable aging 

effects are identified in the Table. The aging management review is presented for each region of interest 

/aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the building 

structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is to ensure adequate 

anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis events, so that the supported 

element can perform its intended function.

NEI Draft 6/7/00III B2-2



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping and 

Co ponents

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

B2.1 All Support Carbon Inside Loss of Environ- 1OCFR50.65 
members; Steel contain- Material mental 
Anchor ment/ Corrosion NUMARC 93-01, 
bolts; Outside (i.e., pitting Revision 2 
Welds contain- corrosion, 

ment general Regulatory Guide 
corrosion, 1. 160 (formerly 
etc.) Draft DG-1051

NEI Draft 6/7/00111132-3



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping and 

Comvonents

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Maintenance Rule 
(10CFR50.65) 
-Structures monitoring

See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance 
Rule (10CFR50.65) - Structures monitoring

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No, if within 
the scope of 
the 
applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 
need to be 
evaluated.

111132-4



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping and 

Components

Structure/ I Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

i- I- i I- *

Boric Acid 
Corrosion

GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1, 2, and 3

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

B2.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

111132-5



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping and 
Components

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) I Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Boric Acid Corrosion program.
See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Boric Acid 
Corrosion program.

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No, 
provided 
visual 
inspection 
of adjacent 
areas is 
included in 
applicant's 
program.  
Otherwise, 
plant
specific 
evaluation 
will be 
required.

111132-6



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping and 

Components

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

B2.1 All Support Carbon Inside Cracking Fatigue Same as B2. 1, 
members; Steel contain- Loss of material 
Anchor ment/ due to Environ
bolts; Outside mental Corrosion 
Welds contain

ment

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

III B2-7



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B2 Supports for Cable Trays, Conduit, HVAC Ducts, Tube Track, Instrument Tubing, Non-ASME Piping and 

Components

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65) - See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance No 
Structures monitoring Rule (10CFR50.65) - Structures monitoring.

NEI Draft 6/7/00111132-8



B3. Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and 

Instrumentation 

B3.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 

B3.2 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

NEI Draft 6/7/00111133-1



B3. Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and 

Instrumentation 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B3 addresses supports/anchorage for racks, panels, cabinets, and enclosures for electrical 

equipment and instrumentation. Component supports are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard 

Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR). Regions of interest and applicable aging effects are identified in 

the Table. The aging management review is presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the building 

structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is to ensure adequate 

anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis events, so that the supported 

element can perform its intended function.

NEI Draft 6/7/00111133-2



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation

Structure/ Region of J Environ- Aging Aging 
Item { Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

Environ
mental 
Corrosion 

(i.e., pitting 
corrosion, 
general 
corrosion, 
etc.)

10CFR50.65 

NUMARC 93-0 1, 
Revision 2 

Regulatory Guide 
1. 160 (formerly 
Draft DG- 105 1)

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

B3.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Loss of 
Material

Inside 
contain

ment/ 

Outside 
contain
ment

111133-3



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Maintenance Rule 
(10CFR50.65) 
-Structures monitoring

See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance 
Rule (10CFR50.65) -Structures monitoring

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No, if within 
the scope of 
the 
applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 
need to be 
evaluated.

111133-4



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks. Panels. Cabinets. and Enclosures for Electrical Ecju|vment and Instrumentation

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component j Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

NEI Draft 6/7/00111133-5



IIl. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation
Existing Aging Management Program Further 

(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

NEI Draft 6/7/00111133-6



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorage of Racks, Panels, Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Equipment and Instrumentation

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item J Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

Boric Acid 
Corrosion

NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 

Supplements 

1,2, and 3

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

B3.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 

bolts; 

Welds

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

111133-7



11. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B3 Anchorave of Racks. Panels. Cabinets, and Enclosures for Electrical Ecuivment and Instrumentation

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Boric Acid Corrosion program. See Chapter X1 for an evaluation of the Boric Acid 
Corrosion.

I- 4

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No, 
provided 
visual 
inspection 
of adjacent 
areas is 
included in 
applicant's 
program.  
Otherwise, 
plant
specific 
evaluation 
will be 
required.

111133-8



B4. Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g., EDG, HVAC System 

Components) 

B4.1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 
B4.2 Vibration Isolation Elements 
B4.3 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

NEI Draft 6/7/00111134-1



B4. Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment (e.g., EDG, HVAC System 

Components) 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B4 addresses supports/anchorage for miscellaneous mechanical equipment. Component 

supports are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR).  

Regions of interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. The aging management review 

is presented for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the building 

structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is to ensure adequate 

anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis events, so that the supported 

element can perform its intended function.

NEI Draft 6/7/00111134-2



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B4 Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equij)ment (e.g., Cranes, EDG, HVAC System Components)

Structure/ 1 Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

All Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Carbon 
Steel

Inside 
contain
ment/ 
Outside 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Environ
mental 
Corrosion 
(i.e., pitting 
corrosion, 
general 
corrosion, 
etc.,)

10CFR50.65 

NUMARC 93-01, 

Revision 2 

Regulatory Guide 

1.160 (formerly 

Draft DG- 1051)

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

B4.1

111134-3



Ill. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B4 Sunnorts for Miscellaneous Mechanical Eouinment ie.o.. Cranes, EDG. HVAC System Comuonentsl

Existing Aging Management Program 1 [ Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Maintenance Rule 

(10CFR50.65) 

-Structures monitoring

See Chapter XI for an evaluation of Maintenance Rule 
({OCFR50.65) -Structures monitoring

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No, if within 
the scope of 
the 
applicant's 
MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Other-wise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant
specific 
program 
need to be 
evaluated.

111134-4



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
R4 Snnnorte for Miscellaneous Mechanical Eouli•ment ie.g.. Cranes. EDG. HVAC System Comoonentsl

Structure/ Region of [ Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

B4.1 All Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Carbon 
Steel

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

Boric Acid 
Corrosion NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 
Supplements 
1,2, and 3

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

111134-5



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS 
B4 SunDorts for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equipment Ie.g., Cranes, EDG, HVAC System Components)

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Boric Acid Corrosion program. See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Boric Acid 
Corrosion program.

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No provided 
visual 
inspection 
of adjacent 
areas is 
included in 
applicant's 
program.  
Otherwise, 
plant
specific 
evaluation 
will be 
required.

111134-6



Ill. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS
B4 Supports for Miscellaneous Mechanical Equi ment (e.g., Cranes, EDG, HVAC System Components) 

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 

Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References 

Same as B4. 1, 

B4. I All Support Carbon Inside Cracking Fatigue Loss ofmaterial 

members; Steel contain- due to Environ
Anchor ment/ mental Corrosion 

bolts; Outside 

Welds contain

ment 

B4.2 All Vibration Non- Inside Reduc- Radiation Hardeing, Same as B4.1, 
isolation metallic/ contain- tion/ Hardening, Loss ofmaterial 

elements rubber ment/ Loss of Temper- due to Environ

Outside isolation ature, mental Corrosion 
contain- function humidity, 

ment sustained 

vibratory 

loading

NEI Draft 6/7/00111134-7



STRUCTURES AND COMPONENTS SUPPORTS

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation 

No, if within 
the scope of 

Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65) - See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance the 
Structures monitoring Rule (10CFR50.65) - Structures monitoring applicant's 

MR 
Structures 
Monitoring 
Program.  
Otherwise, 
justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant-specific 
program need 
to be 
evaluated.  

Maintenance Rule (10CFR50.65) See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance See above 
Rule (10CFR50.65) - Structures monitoring

NEI Draft 6/7/00

III.

III B4-8



B5. Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, Jet 

Impingement Shields) 

B5. 1 Support Members; Anchor Bolts; Welds 

B5.2 Building Concrete Surrounding Anchor Bolts; Grout Pads

NEI Draft 6/7/00111135- 1



B5. Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, Jet 

Impingement Shields) 

Systems, Structures, and Components 

Review Table III B5 addresses supports/anchorage for miscellaneous steel structures. Component supports 

are not specifically addressed in the draft Standard Review Plan for License Renewal (SRP-LR). Regions of 

interest and applicable aging effects are identified in the Table. Tfhe aging management review is presented 

for each region of interest /aging effect combination.  

System Interfaces 

Physical interfaces exist with the structure, system or component being supported and with the building 

structural element to which the support is anchored. The primary functional interface is to ensure adequate 

anchorage of the supported element during internal/external design basis events, so that the supported 

element can perform its intended function.

NEI Draft 6/7/00111135-2



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet ImDinfement Shleldsl

Structure/ Region of Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

B5.1 All Support Carbon Inside Loss of Environ

members; Steel contain- Material mental 10CFR50.65 

Anchor ment/ Corrosion 

bolts; Outside (i.e., pitting NUMARC 93-01, 

Welds contain- corrosion, Revision 2 

ment general 

corrosion, Regulatory Guide 

etc.) 1.160 (formerly 
Draft DG-1051)

NEI Draft 6/7/00111135-3



IIl. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
let Timnlnuyement Shieldsl

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Maintenance Rule 

(1OCFR50.65) 

-Structures monitoring

See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Maintenance 
Rule (10CPR50.65)-Structures monitoring

NEI Draft 6/7/00

No, if within 

the scope of 

the 

applicant's 

MR 

Structures 

Monitoring 

Program.  

Otherwise, 

justification 
for non
applicability 
or details of 
plant

specific 

program 

need to be 

evaluated.

111135-4



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet Iminlnement Shieldsi

Structure/- Region of ] Environ- Aging Aging 
Item Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

NEI Draft 6/7/00111135-5



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 

Jet Impingement Shields)

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP] Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

NEI Draft 6/7/00111135-6



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 
B5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 
Jet Impingement Shields)

Structure/ Region of M Environ- Aging [ Aging 
Item L Component Interest Material ment Effect Mechanism References

Boric Acid 
Corrosion

4 + 4 -I- 4 4

NRC GL 88-05 

IE Bulletin 82-02 

IE IN 80-27 

IE IN 86-108 

Supplements 

1,2, and 3

NEI Draft 6/7/00

B5.1 All Carbon 
Steel

Support 
members; 
Anchor 
bolts; 
Welds

Inside PWR 
contain
ment

Loss of 
Material

111135-7



III. STRUCTURES AND COMPONENT SUPPORTS 

E5 Supports for Miscellaneous Steel Structures (e.g., Platforms, Pipe Whip Restraints, 

Jet Impingement Shields)

Existing Aging Management Program Further 
(AMP) Evaluation and Technical Basis Evaluation

Boric Acid Corrosion program See Chapter XI for an evaluation of the Boric Acid 
Corrosion program.

No

NEI Draft 6/7/00111135-8
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